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ROAD CLASS1FICATIONS
A N D L ENGTHS
IN NEW SOUTH WALES
Lengths o f Main, Tourist, and Developmenial Roads, as
at 30th June, 1975.

New
Area-801 428 kma
Popularion as a1 301h June, 1975-4 793 200
(eslimafed)
Length of Public Roads-208

804 k m

Number of Maror Vehicles registered as at
30rh June, 1975-2 171 900'
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Freeways
..
State Highways
Trunk Roads . .
..
Ordinary Main Roads
.
Secondary Roads
Tourist Roads . .
.
Developmental Roads . .
Unclassified Roads
,
TOTAL
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._
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..

91
10 492
7081
18 316
287

400
3 642
2477
42786 km
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anything, and thinking back over countless
hit parades, musicals and operas, the range
of titles and subjects is certainly varied. It
is intriguing how constantly composers can
juggle combinations of notes and come up
with a version that no-one else has thought
of before. Our lives are not only enriched
by the works of classical composers but also
enlivened by such popular numbers as “Zorba
the Greek”, “Lara’s Theme” from Dr
Zhivago, and Neil Diamond‘s “Sweet
Caroline”.
Be they protest, blues, gospel, country and
western or movie themes, most songs m m
to be personal statements reflecting inner
feelings . . . and so it is hard to find any at
all related lo roads. “Follow the Yellow
Brick Road‘’ from’the Wizard of Oz and
Roger Miller‘s “King of the Road” are two
of the few that come to mind.
In radio and TV programmes, and movie
films. music is used to create appropriate
moods, To have to be content with
presenting just a visual image in words and
pictures-as in “Main Roads”4an therefore
sometimes be frustrating. It would be nice
to be able to call in the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra sometime to accentuate an article
with a resounding fanfare-or lo put some
of our more exciting news lo music and have
it sung by Julie Andrews or Shirley Bassey or
Barbra Streisand or Kamahl or Glen
Campbell!
In the meantime we could suggest a few
older songs to play on your tape-deck while
reading this issue. As a background for the
article on the Department’s new DeRenograph how about Doris Day’s early number
“Every little movement has a meaning all its
own”? “Smoke gets in your eyes” would be
appropriate for “Roads and Pollution” and
Helen Reddy singing “I am woman” could
lead into the article on Mrs Macquarie’s
roadbuilding interests.
As a backing for “Roads in the Future”
something on the Moog Synthesiser might
go well or, if you prefer to be nostalgic, we
could take a clip from the soundtrack of that
classic scene in “Casablanca” where Ingrid
Bergman begs the pianist IO “Play it again,
Sam” . . . and (with Bogart arriving too late
to stop him) he sings “The fundamental
things apply, as time goes by”.
If there is any fundamental “message”
underlying the choice OF songs that we
would make, if we had the chance, it would
be to underscore the point that roads, like
music, enrich our lives. Indeed, although
Departmental engineers are roadmaken
rather than musicmakers, nevertheless their
“compositions” bring their own type of
“harmony” and added pleasure to life . , .
. . . and that’s worth singing about..
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Assessing
the structural
cond it i on
of roads

Asphaltic concrete surfacing is being used
increasingly on both new and existing
main road pavements throughout New
South Wales. This has accentuated the
need for information on the structural
properties of underlying base and subgrade layers. Until recently such
information had been obtained by the
use of Benkelman Beam apparatus (see
June, 1973 issue of “Main Roads”, Vol.
38, No. 4, pp. 107-110). However, the
purchase of a Lacroix Deflectograph and
its delivery in July, 1975 has provided the
Department with an automated pavement
monitoring device, which exceeds the
capabilities of the Benkelman Beam and
supplements the seventeen Benkelman
Beams in use by the Department around
the State.
Previous timifarions

The Benkelman Beam obtains an
indication of the overall structural
condition of a length of road pavement
more directly than can be derived from
field sampling and laboratory testing of
materials from the road. However, the
rate at which it can test sections of road is
limited. Even an experienced team o f
operators can only p r o m about 4 5
km per day, stopping at approximately
80 m intervals and measuring in only
one w h a l track. Its use is therefore
generally restricted to investigations for
particular projects or along limited
lengths of road, rather than for monitoring
pavement conditions generally as an
aid to planning and programming.
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THE
DEPARTMENT’S
DEFLECTOGRAPH

New Needs

A much more comprehensive monitor.
ing of road pavement performances and
conditions can be obtained by the new
Deflectograph. From the range of devices
available for automatic measurement and
recording of pavement deflections, the
Deflectograph has achieved wide recognition and acceptance. The information
which it can provide may be related to
results obtained with the Benkelman
Beam and is suitable for:
* systematic future programming of
maintenance and construction,
road needs survey inventories,
* overlay design and
pavement design research.
The Deflectograph was developed at
the Laboratoire Central des Ponts et
Chaussees in France in the mid-1950’s.
Since then it has been progressively
improved and it is now possible to
automatically process the deflection data
obtained by the unit.
At present there are approximately
forty Deflectographs operating in France,
United Kingdom. South Africa and other
countries. The Country Roads Board,
Victoria, acquired a unit about eighteen
months ago.
Whar is a Deflectograph ?

The Deflectograph consists of three
principal components.
1. A truck with ballast to provide a rear
axle load of 8.2 1.
2. A measurement beam, which is
suspended on a moving carriage under

I

the truck, to which are attached two
probes similar to Benkelman Beams.
These two probes are each located
just ahead of and in line with the
space between the tyres of the rear
dual wheels.

3. A measuring and recording system
which converts the displacement of the
tip of the probe arms into an electrical
signal. This system is housed in the
separate cabin at the rear of the driver’s
cabin.
As the Deflectograph originated in
France, the measurement beam and
associated equipment were especially
designed to suit a particular type of
truck manufactured in France. The cost of
tailoring the equipment to suit a different
vehicle would be considerable, so the
Department, in common with other
users of the Deflcctograph, purchased the
machine as a unit including the standard
left-hand drive and five cylinder diesel
truck for which it was designed.
It has been found, however, that the
left-hand drive vehicle has a particular
advantage in countries such as Australia,
where traffic travels on the left-hand side
of the road. This arises from the driver’s
position being immediately adjacent to
the outer edge of the road and enables
him to keep the Deflectograph accurately
located along the outer wheel path a m
of the pavement.
How fhe Deflecfograph Operafes

On routine work, the Deflectograph
can traverse approximately 8 km per day
taking measurements in both wheel
MAIN ROADS

paths simultaneously at intervals of 3.4 m
along the road.
In operation, the Deflectograph travels
at a speed of approximately 2 km per
hour.
At the commencement of a Series of
tests, the measurement beam is at rest on
the pavement with the tips of the probes a
set distance ahead of the rear dual wheels
of the vehicle. As the truck moves
forward the probe arm rotates through a
very small angle relative to the reference
frame.
The displacements of the probe arms
(i.e., the deflection of the pavement
surface) reach a maximum when the
wheels are near the tips of the arms. The
movement of the probe arm relative to
the measurement beam is converted by a
transducer to an electrical impulse which
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is conveyed to the recording equipment in
the special cabin.
When the measurement phase has been
completed the beam is automatically
pulled forward by the cable and winch
system to which it is attached, until its
position relative to the truck is the same
as at the beginning of the cycle. The beam
then comes to rest on the pavement and a
new measurement cycle commences. There
is no need for the truck to stop at any
time during the measurement processan activity which can continuously
produce readings at 3 4 m intervals along
the road. An example of the graphical
print-out obtained from the recording
equipment is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1 the scale is reduced so that
only maximum deflections are recorded.
From this it is possible to quickly observe
the condition of the whole length of
pavement traversed.
In Fig. 2 the distance scale has been
increased to show the shape of the
individual deflection bowl at each point.
Research is currently being carried out
to establish the relationships of the shape
of this deflection bowl to the stiffness of
pavement and subgrade layers, as has
been done with the Benkelman Beam.
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Utilising the Information

As there is a relationship between the
results obtained with the Deflectograph
and those obtained with the Benkelman
Beam, the output from the Deflectograph
may be used directly in the design of
pavement overlays.
The graphical record produced by the
Deflectopraph can also be visually
displayed through an oscilloscope.
Another method for recording the
Deflectograph's results is on punched
paper tape from which the Department's
computer can produce a print-out. Such
print-outs will eventually become part of a
State-wide, computerised inventory of
road conditions.
The Department's Deflectograph is
now past the initial commissioning stage
and to date has spent most of its time on
the Hume Highway. Consideration is now
being given to the alternatives of
strengthening or reconstructing various
sections where deflectograph measurements have indicated the need for one or
the other.
Equipment such as the Deflectograph
is typical of the modern aids necessary
for the monitoring of conditions on main
roads throughout the State. They are of
great benefit in assessing priorities in the
future planning and programming of
maintenance and construction works..
PACE
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An International Training Course in
Road and Bridge Engineering is being
conducted by the Department, in
collaboration with the National
Association of Australian State Road
Authorities, for Engineers sponsored
under the Colombo Plan, the Special
Commonwealth African Assistance
Plan, the South Pacific Aid Programme
and the Australia Papua New Guinea
Education and Training Scheme.
The course, which is of 13 weeks
duration, is designed to give the
selected students theoretical and
practical instruction in Australian
methods for the design, construction
and maintenance of low cost roads and
bridges. This will enable the participants
to assess the applicability of these
methods to conditions in their own
countries.
The 19 students selected for this
course are from Bangladesh, Burma,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Sikkim, Sri Lanka
and Thailand. They are all qualified
Engineers, with a minimum of 5 years
and up to IO years experience in
general road engineering practice, who
will be able to influence their own
country’s road building activities on
their return. A requirement for entry to
the course is the ability to speak
English fluently.
Before commencing the technical
and practical sessions of the course, a
weeks induction is provided at which
the characteristics of the people and
areas among which the students will be
moving during the course are explained
by officers of this Department and
of the Australian Development
Assistance Agency. Almost every aspect
of Australian life (from its economy to
type of food, religion, politics, banking,
shopping and education) is outlined
and questions invited so that maximum
psimilation can be effected in the
brief time available. This induction

period includes an afternoon tour
of Sydney and a four-day orientation
tour of Canberra, the Snowy
Mountains Area and the South Coast
Region of New South Wales in order
that the students can gain at tirst hand a
better knowledge of Australian conditions
and Australian roads.
At the beginning of the second
week the course is officially opened,
the students welcomed and the
objectives of the course outlined. This
is followed by each student presenting
a short informative summary of his
personal history, the country in
which he lives, the organisation for
which he works, and the functions
for which he is responsible. This
early familiarisation is aimed at
increasing confidence and participation
in course discussion.
During the ensuing weeks the course
provides a comprehensive and balanced
programme of technical lectures and
discussions on aspects of road and
bridge planning and design, organisation
and administration, job management,
construction and maintenance methods
including such specialised activities as
pavement design, site investigation,
sampling and testing of road materials.
computer techniques, traffic surveys
and intersection design, waterway
calculations and the design and
manufacture of bridge components in
steel and concrete.
The technical sessions, which are
all being conducted by officers o f the
Department, are grouped into three
distinct categories, viz. roads, bridges
and administration. These three technical
sessions are separated by two periods,
each of approximately 2 weeks,
during which the students are attached
to different Departmental Divisions
throughout the State, to observe road
and bridge construction and maintenance
practices at first hand. In the last 2
weeks of the course, provision is made

for attachment to specialist sections
in the Department’s Head Office to
give the students the opportunity of
working in and observing the activities
of those Sections which are of particular
interest to the individual. The course
terminates with 2 days of discussion
and review.
While the students are shown many
activities of a highly technical nature,
it is always borne in mind that the
course objective is to give the greatest
appreciation of “low cost stage
construction methods”.

The Australian Lkvelopment
Assistance Agency, the National
Association of Australian State Road
Authorities and this Department are
most appreciative of the ready respoiise
shown by the African and Asian
Governments to this course and
similar courses which were conducted
by the Department in 1969, and by
the Country Roads Board, Victoria in
1970; the Main Roads Department,
Queensland in 1971; the Highways
Department, South Australia in 1972;
the Main Roads Department, Western
Australia in 1973; and the Main Roads
Department, Queensland in 1974.
The exchange of knowledge during
the formal lectures and the experience
gained in the practical sessions
could lead to the adoption in Asian
and African countries of techniques
which have proved to be suurssful
in Australia. Those associated with the
conduct of the course appreciate the
opportunity of passing on the expertise
which they have gained during their
own professional careers and are
rewarded by the interest and friendship
of the participants..
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on the Waterfall-Bulli Pass Tollwork
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The Southern Fraway between Waterfall
and Bulli Pass was opened to traffic on
24th July, 1975 and operates as a tollwork
(see construction details in the September,
1975 i s u e of “Main Roads”, Vol. 41,
No. 1, pp. 2-9). Tolls are collected from
both southbound and northbound traffic
at the Waterfall Toll Plaza using both
manual and automatic systems. Electronic
equipment installed at the toll barrier
registers the collection of tolls by both
systems.
Under the manual system, when the
payment of the toll is made by the
motorist, the Toll Collector preSses the
appropriate button on the keyboard in
his booth. This action activates h pafron
indicator light on a post situated in the
prow of the booth, facing the driver,
who can clearly see what hds been
registered. The payment is also indicated
by coloured lights on the top facia of the
toll barrier above each lane. Combinations
of different coloured lights show the
amount of toll received by the Collector.
The amount received is also recorded by a
computer housed in the control centre
and shows up on a visual display unit
viewed by the Toll Controller on duty
in the control centre.
The processing involved with payments
made by motorists using lanes with
automatic toll collection equipment
follows a diKerent pattern due to the
need for the electronic checking of the
coins placed in the receiving basket.
These coins pass into a receiver (which is
spinning continuously to separate them)
and then slide down a chute under an
electronic eye which counts the total
and, if it is the correct amount, releases
the coins into a vault. In the event of the
coins not totalling the correct amount
they are retained in a trap leading to the
vault, making it possible for the Toll

Supervisor to inspect the coins and
ascertain the short payment. Payment of
the outstanding amount will release the
trapped money into the vault.
Some drivers do not make the best use
of the toll collection system and the
following appeal is repeated.
Driven shonld not enter th lanes
marked ‘‘Cars only” and “EmctIy 4oe”
unless they have the e o m e t change ready.
They should also remember especlluy
during peak periods, that the use of the
minimum number of coins (Le., two 20
cent coins) ensuru a fastex passage
through the booth. Drivers of vehkles
other than c m (including cars towing
trailers or caravans) mwt we the booths
wbere there are ‘IOU Collectors-as their
arrival at the “automatic” booth9 will only
lead to delays and fiusbation.
The “automatic” lanes are also equipped
with sensors installed in the road
pavement (and connected to the computer
equipment) to indicate the presence of a
vehicle entering the lane. The computer
records both the presence of the vehicle
and the payment of the correct toll o n a
visual display unit and in the computer
memory.

A vehicle entering an “automatic” lane
will be faced with a red (stop) light until
the correct toll is paid by the motorist.
The computer recording the correct toll
payment changes the red light to green
indicating that the driver may proceed.
Further sensors installed in the road
pavement o n the exit side are also
connected to the computer and these
note the movement of the vehicle and
change the lights to red as soon as it has
passed.
Surveillance of the toll barriers is
maintained continuously 24 hours a day,
7 days a week by Toll Controllers
working shift-work, under the direction
of the Tollway Manager. The bamers
can be observed by the Toll Controller
from his position at the computer
console in the toll office and control
centre, which is connected to TV cameras
mounted both north and south of the
barriers. The TV cameras are operated
by the Toll Controller who can focus and
zoom them on to any of the traffic lanes.
Each Collector can be contacted by and
can contact the Tollway Manager or the
Toll Controller through an intercommunication system. Malfunctions of
PAGE
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any of the equipment liable to cause
delays to traffic can be reported lo the
Tollway Manager or the Toll Controller
from all cabins of the toll barrier, in
order that the opening and closing of
alternate lanes can then be arranged.
Toll Collectors, Supervisors and
Controllers all work to rosters on a
rotating shift basis. Each Toll Collector
is allocated a number for computer
purposes and "signs on" to the computer
with this number each time he commences
a shift. As part of the security and
organisational process, if a Collector
forgets to "sign on" when commencing
duty and begins to record the collection
of tolls through his lane, the computer
sets up a warning signal to the Toll
Controller who can then remind the
Collector. When the Collector has "signed
on", this is indicated on the visual
display unit of the computer console
and acknowledgement by the Controller
cancels the warning signal.
Cash collected by Toll Collectors is
held until the end of their shift, at which
time it is summarised, bagged and chuted
into a safe deposit under the observance of
the Toll Supervisor or Toll Controller.
The safe deposit is later opened in the
presence of two officers and the amounts
counted in a special counting room by
two officers, under the observance of the
Tollway Manager. It is ensured that the
receipts totalled by the checking officers
agree w,ith the pay-in slips, summarised
previously by each Toll Collector. As
each Toll Collector's takings are
confirmed with the pay-in slip, the
amounts are summarised and details
passed to the Tollway Manager, who
checks them against a computer-produced
print-out for further agreement.
Coins are bagged in quantities
acceptable to the banking authorities
and in volumes which (weightwise) are
able to be handled with ease. The
counting is done mechanically and the
machines are set to stop when the
required amount has been deposited in
each bag. This applies to each
denomination of coin, all of which are
counted by the one machine.
The toll recording equipment installed
on the Waterfall-Bulli Pass Tollwork is
considered the most advanced at present
available in Australia. The specifications
formulated for this equipment were as a
result of experience gained over many
years at the Sydney Harbour Bridge and
in more recent years at the RerowraCalga Tollwork..
PAGE
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LET THE RECORDS SPEAK

Toll Collecting in
Eighteen Eleven
L e a h g aside the colleaion of tolb at bridges (such as the bating bridle mer South
('mlwar Windsor, w k e Andrew Tbmpsoa w a s p r m i t l d to d l c c t tolls &searl?
m IBo2) let us see witat the contemporary rwods said about the introduellon of toll
r o d (or tsnpikra a8 t k y were hen known) 165 yearn ago, Set down Mde the
pre\lws articlr on presenldry tall colledion procedures at Waterfall. they allow U\
to make direct and interesting comparisons.
By Public Notice in the Sydney Gazette
March, 1810, the newly-arrived
Governor Lachlan
m Macquarie
Macauarie invited people
to indicate the terms on which
iich the"
mkht
~~~.
be prepared lo collect tolls, nominagig
"the extent of road that will be made good,
01 7Ath
24th
of

~~~~

each month until the whoic is eotnp1c:ed".
Either no-one wanted to tackle the work
or their proposals were not satisfactory for
at the end of April, 1810. Macquarie wrote
10 Lord Castlereagh in London that he had
"resolredon making (1 Turnpike Rood between
the Town of Sydney and the Howkesbury".
Funds were to be advanced out of the
Colonial (Police) Fund and were to be
"repaid. with Interest, from the Produce of
the Tolls ro be established on the Rood when
finished". (Historical Records of Australia.
Series 1. Vol. 7, p. 275. Macquarie to Castlereagh, 30th April, 1810.)

When the road was about to be opened B
year later a lengthy proclamation was made,
specifying various "do's" and "don'ts''
(mainly don'ts) to the people who would
soon be using it. It probably has not been
printed in full since then-so here it is, in all
its linguistic glory.
"PROCLAMATION
30th March, I8 I I
WHEREAS :he construction and presrrvation of Tafe and commodious highwuys is a
matter of great and general importance. and
rends greatly to increase commerce and
promote civilization: and whereox large sums
of mone.v have been cxpended in order IO
render rhe public highway between the town
of Sydney and the town ofParramotra perfectly
s d e and commodious, and still further sums
will be occasionolly required in order I O keep
and P I ~ T P I Y S such highway in D proper state
of repair: and whcreas it is highly reosonoble
and equitable tho: all costs, chorges, and
expenses attending the snme should be equally
borne by :hose who daily portidpore in the
numerous advantapes and benefits resulting
froin the rstablishmenr and preservation of
such public highways: I t is, therefore, hereby
ordered and declared by His Excellency the

Governor and Commmder-imChlef, rho1 from
and afer the renth day of April. now nexr
ensuing. :he high road between the towm of
Sydney and Parramatta shall be ond the same
ir hereby declared to be a turnpike rood, and
all persons riding, leading, or driving any
horses, mares, geldings. rattle, sheep, swine
mules or osse, on the mid road, or using any
carriage, gig, chaise, cart, or woggon on the
said road, or through the turnpike gores M W
established on the said rood, or either of them,
shall pay to the gatekeeper rherrof, or his
ossistani. for the same, occording IO the
following rate, viz:f s. d.
For each ond every head of
horned cattle, the sum o f . .
0 0 2
For each and e w y score oJ
sheep or swine
.,
.. 0 010
For every single horse
, ,
0 0 3
For every coif drawn by a
single horse or bullock . . 0 0 4
For every cart drawn by two
horses or bullocks
.. 0 0 6
For every cart drown by three
horses or bullocks
.. 0 0 9
For every cart drown by four
horses or bullocks
.. 0 010
Far every waggon drawn by
two horses or bullocks . .
0 010
For every waggon drawn by
rhree horses or bullocks , . 0 1 0
For every waggon drown by
four horses or bullocks . . 0 1 2
For every single honed ehoise 0 1 0
For every curride with two
horses
..
..
.. 0 1 6
For U four-wheeled eorriage
drown by two horses
.. 0 2 0
For the same drown by three
horses
.. .. .. 0 2 6
For the same drown by four
,.
..
.. 0 3 0
horses
But it is hereby provided, that no person shall
be liable to pay roll at ony gat< on the soid
road for any horse, bear, or carriage. more
than once within the Iwenry-four hours

-\
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Provided also. rhot no person hoving paid the
roll (11 any one gate on the said road shull be
liable I O p a y roll 41 any orher ~ o f on
e !he said
rood on ihi same d o y . ~
And ir is hcreby furrher declared, by the
ourhorirv ofowsoid. that no toll shall be rm i d
at ony turnpike gale on rhc soid rood in rapecl
of rawingm solely employed in carrying
niarerials for the repair of rhe soid road, or
for going IO or returningfrom such nnploymml.
And ir is herebyfurrher ordered and declared,
hy the aurhorirg uforesaid. rhar no person shall
be lioble IO pa.v roll ar any rumpike gnte on
the soid road for or in reipert of an," horses,
mares. gddings, horned-carrle, shrep. swine,
or orher beam going lo or returning from
warer or pairure. provided they shall nor pass
upon such road more than for the space of
rhree milm in going to or in rerurning from
wotcr or paslure.
And it is hereby further orderedanddeclared,
b.v rhe ourhoriry aforesoid, rhar i f rhe owner.
or driver, D I rider of any horse. C U I , or carriage
liable IO poy roll, sholl rum our of the said
road in order lo ovoid the poymenl of such
roll. ond shall offerwords return and proceed
upon rhe said road, he shall, upon conviction
befire one jusrire, by rhc oarh of one wirness.
forfeit (ifhe be the owner) a sum nor exceeding
five pounds. nor IPS rhon rwrnry shillings;
and if he bc the driver or rider, and nor the
owncr. he shall forfcir any sum nor exceeding
fifry shillings, nor 1e.m than ren shilling?.
And it is furrher ordered and declared, by
rhe outhvrirv aforesaid, that if 0n.v perion shall
rakc o f f my horse, or orher hmsr of draught,
from any torr, waggon, or orher carriogc, with
inrenrion Io ovoid the paymmr of roll for the
sonic. he shall, upon comicrim in such form
03 is ohovc-menrimed. forfeit the sum of five
pounds.
And it is hereby furrhcr ordered and declared,
by the aurhorirv aforesoid. rhor if any person
shall froudulenrly or knowingly rake. or affempl
IO ruke. rhe benefit of ony exemprions from
roll huein nwnrioned, not heing legally enrirled
so IO do, he shall. upon due ronvirrion in rhe
manner and Jbrm aforesaid, forfcir a sum not
czreedlng f i r e pounds, nor l e s rhon forty
shillings.
And ir is hereby furrher ordered and declared.
b.,, ihe aurhorirg aforesaid, rhar i/ any person
shall resist or make forcible opposiriun ogoinsr
any person rmplayrd in rhe due execution of
rhis proclamorion. or shall ossaulr any collccror
of the rolls in rhe excurion of his office, or
,shall pa53 rhrough ony gale, rail. chain, or
Jkncc wirhour poying roll, or shall rescue any
carrle, earrioger, or orher goods detained or
disrroincd for the non-poymenr of roll. he shall
forfeit r? sum nor exceeding ten pounds nor
less rhan forry shillings. upon bcing ronricred
in such manner and form as is above-menrimed.
And ir is hereby furrhe-r ordered and declared,
by rhe outhorir.v aforesoid. that if any person
liobk IO poy roll on rhe soid rood in respect of
m y horsa, rorrle. or corrioga possing thereon,
skall neglerr or refuse I O p0.v toll f o r rhe same
I O rhe rollerror or gorekeeper duly demanding
rhc same, such rollerror or gorekeeper may
hereby lawfully deroin or distrain such horses,
corrk. or rorriages, or such of rhe goods
conmined upon or therein the same IIS he may
deem adequare to rhe poymenr of such roll,
unril the some sholl have been paid.
And it is hereby fuurrher ordered and declared.
by rhe aurhoriry aforesoid, thor i/ anv person
sholl either by day or night wilfully or
maliciously pull down, pluck up, throw down,
levd, or orherwise destroy any turnpike-gale.
post. rail, wall-chain, bor, or orher fence set
up IO prevenr persons passing without poying
~~
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~~~
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roll, or ons hourr ererred for rhe use of such
turnpike-gate, or shall moim or orherwi3e
violently beot D I hruise any pcrson there
employed in rhe collecring of rhe roll, or shall
rescue. or orrempr I O rescue, any person
lawfully in crrsrody for any of rhc soid offenenem,
he shall. upon conviction rhcrmf befor< rwo
or mor< magirrrare.r, be puhlicly whipped, and
senrmnred IO imprisonmen! and hard labour for
the spocc of rhrm .?em.
And ir is hereby furrher ordered and dcclorcd,
by rhc authorit-v oformaid, rhar all penalries
and forfcirures imposed by this proclamorion
shall be levied by dirrress and sole of the goods
of the o5ender by warronl of the juarice
comicling rhe offender, ond rhar the some
shall be paid hnlf I D rhe informer and
half IO rhe rrusrce~and commissioners of rhe
road for rhe use of rhe said road, and in case
such disrrar connot bc found, and such
penolries and forfeirure= sholl nor be forrhwirh
paid, such jusriee .shall commir rhe offender
I O rhe common gaol f o r the space of six months,
unless rhr soid penalty or forfeirure shall be
sooner paid; Provided. nererrheless, rhor no
worrmr of disrrers sholl be irsued for levying
any penalty or forfcirure incurred by this
proelamorion until .six days u f ~ r rrhe offender
shall have been convided, and on order made
and served upon him, or 1 4 ai his dwelling
house or lost ploce of obode. for the paymenl
thereof: Provided o1.w rhar cwry forfeiture
recovered on rhe information of any rollluker,
D I orhrr person emploved !herein, and receiving
reward 07 solory for hir or rheir scrrices, shall
be wholly applied IO the use of rhe said road.
And ir is hereby furrher ordered, by the
outhoriry oforemid, tho1 all prosecurions
commenced for any offence ngainsr rhis
proclurnorion shall k commenced within three
kolender monrhs afler the ofence committed.
Andir is hereby furrher ordered and declared,
by the aurhoriry aforesaid, that no toll or duly
shall be raken by virtue of this proclamorion
for any horses belonging to officers or soldiers
upon rheir march or upon duty. or for any
horses, rartle or carriages ocrually and solely
employed in the service of Government. or in
corryinp my sick or wounded soldiers."
(From Historical Records of New South Waln. Vol. 7.
~ p 51C7:
.
also Qublirhed in the Sydney Galet<<of61h
A ~ n lIS
, I I .)

The toll house at the Sydney end was a
simple building, hardly comparable to
Francis Greenway's later elaborate edifice or
to today's functional but complex control
centra at Waterfall and Berowra.
"22d December 1810
Esrimarhun: I Will Under rake to Build the
role Bor Hour At rhe Botom of the Brickfield
Hill ten feel High, Nine feet from pour lo the
Celing, one fept in /he Ground, Digefoundarion
twenty four feet in rhe Clear Bey Sixteen feel
and find rhe Bricks Lime and Sand L a t h and
Nails and Workmonship and Plostor the same
ond Wight Wash f i r r I O Innobat and the Harrh
Stone f i r rhc fire Place in Workman Lick
Monner In and for rhe Consideration of Eighty
€89 4 0
Nine (pounds)four Shillings.

When reporting to Lord Liverpool later
in 181 I , Macquarie proudlyclaimed (probably
with a touch of exhuberant exaggeration). . .
"The Rote of Toll establishcd on the
Porromorra Road has bcm on so moderore a
Scale rhor no Murmur or Complaint has ever
been raised agoinst ir, the people feeling murh
pleored and h0pp.v with rhe Accommodation
rhur offorded them, and the Facility with which
they eon now rrovel on foor or on horseback,
in Carrs or Carriages. from one pori of rhe
Counrrv I O another."

Explaining the economic advantages of the
turnpike system be went on . . .
"The Expcnce attending the Conrtruerion of
rhese public Roods, which has been very
considerable, has been paid out of the Colonial
Police Fund: and rhis Fund arises principally
from rhe Duly of three Shillings per Gallon
which I have laid on all Spirits Imparad into
rhis Counrr,~. This Advonre from the Police
Fund may he properly Conddered as a Loon
from ir, for it is 10 he repaid by rhe Amount
of Tolls levied at rhe Turnpike Cares, afrer
deduering the Salaries paid IO the Cote Keeperr,
Be., which ir regularly paid info the Hands of
rhe Treorrrrcr of rhe Police Fund. and is so
considerable ar nor only IO pay the Interesr of
the Money so advanced, bur olso to lenve Y
considerable Surplus for rhe Reducrion of the
Prinripol its&''
(HRA. I , Vol. 7.
oc'tober. 1811.)

Q.

387, Macquarie to Liverpool lSlh

Macquarie was dismayed to hear that Lord
Liverpool did not "entirely approve" of his
"good Turnpike Road" and defended his
actions with the iollowing argument.
"Alrho' there am mony opulem Serrlers in
1hi.v Colony, srill the great Bulk of rhe People
ore poor, and as Yet rorolly unable IO bear any
heavy Taxer or Burrhens of on? Desrriptim:
Conrequenriy permanenr Roads rhrough rhis
Wide Extended Colony Cannot be Consrrucred
at the Enrim Expence of rhe Inhohiranrs for
many Years I O Come, and they imagine (and I
musr Confew, I rkink, with Jurrire) they have
a Right IO Expect rhar or lens1 Y parr of the
Colonial Resenue, parrirularly rhor parr of il
Collecrcd on the Very Spirits which rhey drink
such Quonri1ie.r of, ought lo be laid our and
Appropriated IO rhe Consrrucrion of permanen1
Roads and Bridges, and Sweets and Wharfs,
Wherever they are essentially Necessary for
the lmprovcmenr of rhe Counrry or Towns,
and rhe Comfort and greut Acromodarion of
the Public."
(HRA. 1. Vol. 7. p. 60*. Macquark 10 L i r e r W l 171h
November, 1812.)

. . , and so say all of us!.

Thor Legge, Builder
Approved of & Conditions agreed Io,
L. Macquarie."
(colonid Ssmtaw's In-Lcltem. 1810, p. 248.
Archives Ref. 411725.)

N.S.W.
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Whar will it be like to travel on rural highways in New South Wales
in twenry-four years’ rime, at ihe beginning ofthe 21st Century?
How many vehicles will be using rhem and what will he ihe major
trends in roadbuilding?

FORWARD
PLANNING

TO 2000 A.D.

During 1970, a study project was
undertaken in the Rural Investigations
Section of the Department on “Rural
Highway Development to A.D. 2000“.
The purpose of this study was to prepare
a plan for the development of State
Highways in rural areas. It had long been
recognised that the needs of the rural
State Highways have exceeded the
capacity of immediately available financial
and other resources, but there has also
been a need for a more systematic
approach to priorities on a Statewide
basis of traffic needs, to ensure that the
best use is made of resources.
The study has involved the estimation
of traffic volumes on all rural highways
to the year 2000, an analytical section by
section assessment of the present
adequacy of the highways, and an
estimation of the date and extent of
desirable improvements.
The completed plan serves as a guide to
the allocation of priorities for investigation
and programming. For example, it has
been calculated that dual carriageways
will be needed on approximately 1700 km
of rural State Highways by the year 2000,
while other lengths will need widening
or reconstruction to higher standards of
alignment.
The year 2000 has been chosen as the
upper limit for advance planning because
PAGE
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beyond this period there is too much
uncertainty over population changes and
modes of travel. Even within this period
there are many uncertainties.
Factors such as the availability of
funds, the existing condition of bridges
and sections of pavement, varying traffic
growth in different areas, and community
pressures will all affect the order in
which work is undertaken. They will not,
however, detract from the value of the
plan, which will be reviewed periodically
in the light of changing conditions.
Forecasting Trafic Trends

Any assessment of rural highway
development primarily involves projected
traffic growth. This, in turn, is based on
likely population growth and vehicle
ownership and usage trends. The
resulting calculated growth rate is applied
to the latest available traffic volumes to
forecast likely figures for tomorrow.
Past records show that traffic does not
increase uniformly on all roads but that
there is a very wide range of traffic
variation. Traffic volumes are more likely
to increase at an average rate on heavily
trafficked roads, whereas there may be
faster growth rates on some sections of
lightly trafficked roads. Those roads
which are more heavily trafficked will

require the earliest attention. The more
erratic growth pattern of lightly trafficked
roads will not affect advance planning in
the immediate stages.
Keeping Ahead

As traffic volume increases on any road,
the level of service experienced is gradually
reduced. The trend in future roadbuilding
will therefore be towards improvements
which will result in higher levels of
service. These include pavement widening,
road shoulder widening, increasing sight
distance, increasing lane numbers (e.g.,
adding climbing lanes), replacing narrow
bridges and by-passing congested streets.
Implementing one or more of these
improvements at a particular location will
result in an immediate betterment to
traffic flow at that point. If improvements
can keep ahead of the rate of increasing
traffic flow, better travelling conditions
will prevail. Therefore, planning is always
closely linked to the latest traffic trends as
they become evident and this permits
determinations to be made with regard to
construction needs, and priorities in
time and money.
The year 2000 sounds undeniably
exciting in terms of possible technical
advances, conjuring u p visions of
futuristic highways (see article on “Roads
in the Future” on pages 90-3 ofthis issue),
but in all probability, although many
innovations will be introduced, the roads
of rural New South Wales will, in general,
appear much the same as those of today.
Sections of highway will be wider, better
aligned and of stronger construction for
longer survival beneath the wheels of
heavier transports. There will certainly be
an increase in lengths of dual carriageways
and there will be climbing lanes at many
more locations. But any really striking
changes in the highway scene will probably
be changes in the vehicles travelling along
them. The standard of the roads
themselves cannot be advanced beyond
the capabilities of the drivers using them.
As suggested in the article “Roads in
the Future”, if the method of controlling
a road vehicle could be removed from
human responsibility, many imaginative
speculations might then be made about
changes in the design of roads. But while
ever vehicles on rural roads remain
under manual control, it is unlikely that
any dramatically new approach will flow
from the planners’ drawing boards-and
rural roads wail1 remain essentially the
Same in concept as they are at present..
MAIN ROADS
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The text or this article md most of the
illustratians are reprinted lram the
b m h u r e "Roads and Pollutlon" nhieh w85
rererrhy published by the NRtiOual
Assoclaha 01 Anstrdian Stale Road
Autballks. The kochvr is OM uf a s d e s
o.tli.irg same of Be soclal. rconsmie a d
rnhnannlrl isre9 asrideled nilb
presmtdsy rand colstruction prairammce
Copies of this brochure and o l h m in the
d e s ure available free of chsrge, from
the Deplrment's Publlc RelaIlona % t h .
Thlrd Floor, Head 05- or from any of

R w d Aetlmritier llated et the
addUW.*.
Ibs broebue " R o d s a d Nrtlmsl
Development" was reprinted In the March.
19'15 huu of "Main Roads*', Vol. 40.
NO. 3, pp. m-5.

the *le

Up to the eighteenth century, it was usual

for roads in !owns to be used as the rubbish

dump for adjoining houses. Our sewers and
garbage collection services and the virtual
disappearance of the horse as a means Of
transport have largely overcome the problem
of filth in the streets. and the threat of
epidemics from that sort of pollution now
Seems remote. Today, we are more conscious
of a wider scale of events which can affect
our quality of life. We are learning lo think
of planet earth as a type of space-ship which
must provide all the resource for the teeming
millions who travel aboard it. There is
increasing concern that our way of life is
resulting in more and more waste and in
more and more pollution on our space-ship.
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and is leading to the exhaustion of precious
resources.
The State Road Authorities throughout
Australia are aware that there am pollutants
msmiated
with road travel. and this brochure
_....
deals with two mij& aspects of this problem
-solid wastes and vehicle exhaust emissions.
A separate brochure dealing with a related
environmental issue -traffic noise -has
already been published.
It is easy to demand that no effort be spared
to preserve our environment but the world is
full of worthy causes and they cannot all
rcceive top priority. The State Road
Authorities hope that this brochure will miat
us all to identify important issues (particularly
those problems involved in the extensive use
of motor vehicles) and. where possible, solve
or reduce them, using the mwt efficient means
available to us. There is rope for action,by
governments, and there is scope for action
by each one of us, as individuals.
~~

AN UGLY PROBLEM
We can certainly all do something to break
the d r r y habif which we, as a community,
have of dumping waste products on the
roadside. To say the least, such littering is
aesthetically offensive. Papers and packages.
plastic containers. glass bottles. metal cans
and food leftovers create an eyesore. But
litter on roads is not only unsightly, it can
k dangerous, too, as broken glass and other
sharp objects can rip tyres and cause blowouts. In providing places for pests and vermin
to breed, litter can also be unhealthy.
The volume of litter dumped on the roadside tends to be highest on the more heavily
trafficked highways. This lit!er has to ,be
removed and it is a costly business for whlch
we all pay in the long run. Australia's nine
hundred Municipal and Shire,Councils spend
a rather staggering $30 millron annually on
the removal of litter. The combined cost of

sweeping the streets, cleaning drains and
collecting the litter within the Brisbane city
area alone excads $1.3 million each year.
On top of these amounts. the State Road
Authorities also have to allocate considerable
funds to allow maintenance gangs to clean
up the mess so often made by motorists. The
removal of roadside litter wastes both money
and manpower which could otherwise k
devoted to the provision of landscaping or
improved road facilities.
To try IO remedy this silualion. the Stale
Road Authorities have provided litter bins at
roadside rest areas, a1 wavside SIoDs. at
xenic viewmints,and, at &king bays.' BY
means of educational campaigns and the
distribution of brochures, motorists are urged
to use these facilities and to protect the roads
and the environment from ugly, unsafe and
unhealthy litter. As a deterrent. anyone found
depositing litter on road reserves is liable to

--

k find

Looking at the subject in a wider context,
it would assist if it were more economical to

recycle the large number of cans and bottles
used in the packaging of all t y p g of liquid
commoditiea. In Australia, about 4000
million stael cans go on the home market
each year, but a mere fraction of these-only
I per cent-is recovered. Three hundred
million aluminium cans are manufactured
every year and the recovery rate is l a s than
25 per cent. Tens of millions of glass bottles
and jars are manufactured annually and
fortunately a considerable quantity of recycling is carried out both by reusing some
bottles, and by canveying non-refurnable
bottles to plants for crushing and subsequeot
processing into new glass containers.
It is a pity that the economic advantage of
recycling cans, bottles and Jars has not yet
reached the stage where the motorist is
prepared to claim salvage va!ue and so d u a
the litter problem. This posrlble solution has.
in fact, become ,more remote with the growing
use of no-deposit containers.
PAGE
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DISCARDED VEHICLES AND TYRES
Another problem lies in the disposal of
motor vehicles which have reached the end
of their economic life, usually after 10 to 12
years but often less in the case of accidentdamaged vehicles. As the number of vehicles
increases, so this problem increases. In Sydney
each year, over 20 OOO cars are collected by
local suburban Councils and disposed of at
COSIS of up to S55 per car. The lack of
wnvenient “burial grounds” for so many old
cars and trucks is fast becoming a major
problem to local government authorities in
urban areas.
I t 19 uidely recognised that the earth’s
resourccs of metals and olher elemcnl, have
a ~
tinlie~limit~and~ lhai~ the. deferment
of an
.
ultimate shortage can be achieved by^ a
”recycling” pro~ess,both for ferrous and
non-ferrous metals. In Australia. two mobile
compactors have been built to flatten dumped
vehicle bodies so that they can be easily
transported to a fragmentiser which canverts
them into shredded metal. This method is
considered to be the most successful way of
disposing of old vehicle bodies.
A modern fragmentiser, processing about
156OOO car bodies a year, has the capacity
to produce 92000 tonnes of clean shredded
steel, as well as large quantities of non-ferrous
metals, mainly aluminium, zinc, copper and
brass. Through recycling processes developed
by modern technology, more than 85 per cent
of the total weight of vehicles can be utilised.
The value of this recycling is apparent from
recent estimates which indicate that motor
vehicles are manufactured in Australia at a
rate in exces of 500 000 annually and require
a total quantity of about 480 Mx) tonnes of
steel. Unfortunately, it is not always an
economic proposition to transfer a vehicle to
a fragmentiser. Consequently, many vehicles
are illegally abandoned and left as unsightly
objects h i d e roads, in reserves and on
private land.
Motor vehicle tyres also can present a
problem for disposal, because if burnt they
give off an offensive amount of smoke. Quite
a number of alternatives are under consideration in various parts of the world and
these include burying the tyres or disposing
of them at sea. Another possibility under
investigation is the idea of freezing them in
liquid nitrogen to a point where they can be
smashed into small pieces of rubber crumb.
fibre Ruff and metal beading. These three
products can then be recycled for various
~~

Above and B
George Street, Sydney (looking south from Bathurst Street)
carried a constant stream of horse-drawn trafic in 1892 (photograph by courtesy of
N . S . W . Government Printer). Today, the vehicles are differmi and so are the forms of
pollution

~~~~~~~
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~
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uses.

“The first serious attempts to deal with mobile source air pollution in the
United States occurred around the turn of the century. The problem was the horsr.
The arrrqge horse produces approximately 22 Ib of solid waste and I gallon of urine a
day. Writers in popular and scientific periodicals were demanding ‘thc banishment
of horses from American cities’. One authority wrote in 1908 that the l20,oOO
horses in New York City ‘were an economic burden and an affront to cleanliness and (1
terrible tax on human life’. The solution to the problem of the horse, agreed the
critics of that lime, was the adoption of the ‘horseless carriope’. In a city like
Milwaukee in 1907, for instonce. with a human population of 350,000 and a horse
papolotion of 12.500. the horse meant 133 tons of manure r? day. Or, (1s (I health
oficial in Rochester calculated in 19W, ‘1 5,000 horses in that city produced enough
manure in a year to make a pile covering an acre ofsround 175 feci his6 ond breeding
16 billion Pies’. In addilion, there was a serious abandoned dead horse problem
‘101 unlike abandoned auto problems. Owners of horses tended to leove the dead
inimals where they fell. They were even morc dificult to trace than today’s
,egisrered abandoned automobiler.”
From: “MobilcSourcs Air Pollution-Who Won the War?’. by S. William G o u s e h Dublirhed in the
Novcmkr. 1912 inw (Vol. 4. No. 1) of the Infemationsl Jownal of Envirdnrncntsl Studies.
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VEHICLE EMISSIONS
Air pollution by motor vehicles is increasing
and State Road Authorities have a responsibility, although an indirect one, to help
combat this insidious problem,
Australia is largely a city dwelling nation
and more than 60 per cent of the population
lives in only five cities. AS an example, the
population of the Sydney, Newcastle and
Wollongong region is 2.8 million compared
with a total population in New South Wales
of 4.7 million. Funhermore, the annual
population growth of this area has recently
been almost 95 per cent of the State total. It
is clear that the purity of city air influences
the environment of the major proportion of
the population.
The general levels of air pollution are
therefore being measured in our cities in
order lo determine the concentration of
conlaminanls (such as sulphur dioxide.
smoke, suspended and depowed dust. iron.
copper. lead. ozone. carbon monoxide. hydrocarbons. oxide\ of nitroEen and fluorib).
Over the years. the nalure of the pollutants
in the air has changed considerably, To the
long familiar common smoke and ash
MAIN ROADS
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particles have been added a significant amount
of ozone. carbon monoxide, oxides of
nitrogen and hydrocarbons. Nitrogen oxide
and hvdrocarbons are the main raw materials
which; when exposed to the ultraviolet light
in sunlight, combine in photochemical
reactions to produce smog.
Research by H m p m . S r n t r in Los Angeles
and bv others elsewhere. indicates that Dhotochemkal smog is largeiy due IO automobile
emissions, In Australia. estimates have been
made of the amount of pollutant substances
emitted, working on statistical information
from various local sources and using the
emission factors recommended by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
From these estimates. it appears that
Australian road transport discharges into the
air about 4 million tonnes of carbon monoxide
each year. Similarly, road transport contributes about 800OOO tonnes of hydrocarbons
(which is about 55 per cent of the total
emission of hydrocarbons) and about 400 OOO
tonnes of oxide of nitrogen (which is about
45 per cent of the total emission of these
oxides in Australia).
These figures tend to support the view that
photochemical smog is primarily the result of
vehicle emissions. The number of motor
vehicles on Australian roads in 1973 was 5.2
million and this is expected almost to double
by 1990. As the number of vehicles increases,
so air pollution will worsen-unless emissions
are reduced.

The degree of pollution from carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons is noticeably
less from diesel-engined vehicles than from
petrol-engined vehicles, despite the visually
objectionable nature of emissions from diesel
engines. However. this advantage is partly
offset by higher emissions of oxides of
nitrogen, oxides of sulphur and solid particles
from diesel engines. A comparison of average
emission factors in grams per litre of fuel is
shown in the table below.
It is clear that when vehicles are in a
sfop-go situation, or travelling slowly, the
concentration of air pollution from vehicle
emissions is significantly greater than it is
when they have fret movement. Studies
were carried out in 1966 in ten major
American cities to determine the average
traveller's exposure to carbon monoxide in
20-30 minute runs. As a result of the tests,
it was shown that pollution on arterial roads
was 21 per cent greater than on freeways.
The graph below indicates a typical
relationship between carbon monoxide
emissions and average vehicle speeds. At.15
kmihr, the amount of carbon monoxide
emitted is 100 gramsikm. At 45 km/hr, the
amount ofcarbon monoxideemitted decreases
to about 40 gramsikm. As the speed of the
vehiclc increases, the carbon monoxide
emitted decreases but at a lessening rate.
In an attempt lo tackle this problem of
vehicle pollution. legislation has been introduced. For example, in New South Wales,

Substancs emitted
Aldehydes . . . .
Benzo-pyrene
..
Carbon monoxide
Hydrocarboos
Oaida of nitrogen' '
Oxida of sulphur . .
Organic adds (acetic)
..
Solid particle8
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..
..
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..
..
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053
04Xl007
276.0
24.3
13.5
1.06
0.53
1.34

1.34
0.00011
7.14
16.4
26.7
4.76
3.70
13.4

the Clean Air Act became operative in 1969,
and related primarily to industrial emissions.
However. in 1972 motor vehicle l e d a t i o n
was intrdduced as an amendment g i h g the
Act control over emissions of exhaust fumes
from motor vehicles.
At the national level, the Australian Transport Advisory Council (which is wmposed of
Ministers of all State Governments and the
Australian Government) has issued Australian
Design Rules, to lay down emission standards
for all new vehicles. These rules include
standards for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions during. idling and at
prescribed engine speeds.
One further method of curtailing atmosoheric oollution
from vehicle emissions could
.
k the development of new^ forms of engine
power, but this possibility faces many difficult
problems which must be solved before general
implementation can occur.
~~~~~~~~

DUST PROBLEMS
Back in 1908. the authors of Coane's
"Australasian Roads" wrotc that "were it
desired to construct a dust-raising machine,
it would be found that a high-sveed modern
motor car possessed most Of the necessary
qualtficauons". Unwaled roads still present
a................
dust mohlem. which 1s more acute tn some
States than in others. Naturally, the solution
is to provide bituminous sealed road pavements and the State Road Authorities and

I

The current address, post office box
numbers and telephone numbers of
the State Road Authorities are Listed
below.

Department of Main Roads,
309 Castlereagh Street,
Sydney, New South Wales 2000
Box 198, P.O.,
Haymarket, New South Wales 2000
Tel. 2 0933
Country Roads Board,
60 Denmark Street.
Kew, Victoria 3101
Tel. 86 5321
Main Roads Department,
Boundary Street,
Spring Hill, Queensland 4000
Box 1412T, G.P.O.,
Brisbane, Queensland 4001
Tel. 24 201 1
Highways Department,
33-37 Warwick Street,
Walkerville, South Australia 5081
Box 19, P.O.,
Walkewille, South Australia 5081
Tel. 269 891 1
Main Roads Department.
Waterloo Crescent,
East Perth, Western Australia 6ooo
Box X2255, G.P.O..
Perth, Western Australia M)o1
Tel. 25 0221
Department of Public Works,
10 Murray Street,
Hobart. Tasmania 7000
Box 9361, G.P.O.,
Hobart, Tasmania 7001
Tel. 30 901 1
Department of Construction,
17 Yarra Street,
Hawthorn, Victoria 3122
Box 2807AA. G.P.O..
Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Tel. 81 0271
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local Councils are doing this just as fast as
funds will permit.
Not everyone realises that dust pollution
can cause economic loss as well as personal
discomfort. For a number of reasons, the
value of pasture land can be reduced if it
adjoins dusty roads. In the wool industry,
dusty wool is sold at a substantially lower
rate than clean wool. Crops can also be
similarly affected. In one instance, the
frequent passing of vehicles along an unsealed
road resulted in the grain on crops to a depth
of 100 metres into an adjacent property being
spoilt. Dusty roads can even cause stock
losses. A United Graziers Association of
Queensland report has recently stated that
while a total of 500 beasts were being transported by truck on a 14-hour. 160 km journey
through severe "bulldust" conditions, 64
suffocated.
In addition to these problems, the cost of
vehicle operation is higher on dusty roads
than on bitumen-surfacedroads. One Queensland bus company reported that a normal
vehicle life of 480000 km was reduced lo
240 000 km under dusty conditions. Due to
dust, brake linings, which averaged 160 OOO
km on the 660 km bitumen-surfaced Brisbane
to Rockhampton run, were reduced to a life
of 40000 km on the I860 km Brisbane to
Mount Ira run which is unsealed for 325 km.
In addition, due to excessive wear, brake
drum replacement was necessary on all
vehicles used in the latter service. Other cost
disadvantages of roads which are dusty or
do not have a bitumen surface include
increased liability to windscreen damage,
clogged air-conditioning, greater tyre wear.
and shorter life of electrical equipment.
Even when the through lanes of a road are
bitumen surfaced, there can be a problem
from dust if the shoulders are only gravelled,
e s p c ~ ~ l olny or near a tounship Where the
Stdte Road Authority o r local Coun~ilcannot
economicall, tusttfv bitumen surfacme the
shoulders, 5 may be abl le lo give re& by
providing wider traffic lanes. generally about
3.7 metres for each lane. Such widening offers
a substantial economy in shoulder maintenance, and largely overcomes the tendency for
traffic to drive along the unsealed shoulders.
Although road construction activities themselves may be regarded as only short-term
pollution problems. they can be of significant
concern to residents living adiacent to the
roadworks. State Road A;thohes help to
alleviate the nuisance and annoyance caused
during their work by watering and spraying
with emulsion to keep dust down and by
general job cleanliness.
~

~~~~~

ROADSIDE REGROWTH
Most roadworks disturb the local landform
and vegetation to some degree and can
sometimes cause siltation and erosion before
natural regrowth takes over. To reduce the
period of time and the degree of exposure of
the raw earth surface, special baiier protection
techniques and flatter slopes can be used to
stabilk the sides of cuttings and emhankments. Where necessary, a topsoil layer is
added prior to completion of the work and
turfed or seeded by various methods. One
effective process is hvdro-mulching whereby a
mixture of suitable grasses and ground cover
plants (either as seeds or chopped runners) is
applied in the form of a spray, complete with
a fertilizer and a holding agent.
CONCLUSION
Everyone would surely agree that the
cumulative effects of roadside litter and
discarded motor vehicles detract from the
type of community standards we like to see
around us. The problem would not be as
great if there were easier and more economic
ways of recycling glass bottles and metal

cans, as well as worn-out motor vehicles and
tyres. Clean roads and surrounding areas can
add immensely to the enjoymentand safety
-of motoring. On the other hand, littering
by irresponsible or thoughtless persons can
lead to the destruction of the natural beauty
of our countryside and coastline, and can
quickly take the pleasure out of touring.
Positive moves are being taken to control
emissions from motor vehicle engines hut
traffic congestion will probably continue to
contribute substantially lo urban atmospheric
pollution. However, the smoother traffic flow
which can be provided by a well-planned
system of roads (including freeways) offers a
considerable improvement in air quality,
because of the reduced quantities of fumes
emitted by each vehicle.
The dust pollution problem is being
gradually overcome as State Road Authorities
and Councils wmplete new lengths of sealed
roads, but vast distances still remain to be
completed before farmers and graziers can
cease to wunt the cost of dust damage to
their crops and stock. The advantages of
dust-free roads to the individual, to the Slate
and to the national economy as a whole, and
the adverse effects of dust pollution on all
aspects of the human environment, should
not be underestimated.
The growing pollution of our spare-ship
earth is a many-sided problem and the
wluiaon is equal13 varied. ~nbohtngCiu\crnmcnt authorities. private organisations and
individuals in B wide rance of resaonribilitie\.
Let us all resolve today to play'an~effective
part in protecting our natural heritage and
in keeping Australia clean and beautiful.0
~~

~~

~~~
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Left: Mrs Macquarie's Chair as it looks today.
Below: More than ever before the pleasant tree-shade
chair offers a quiet retreat from the hectic bustle
city.
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Left: The unknown artist who
painted this “Picnic a t Mrs Macquarie’s
Chair” in 1855 certainly put plenty
of wlourful costumes on his canvas.
However, he has given almost
mountainous proportions to the rock
into which the chair was carved.
The original of this painting is
displayed at Old Government House,
Parramatta - on loan from the Dixson
Galleries, Sydney.
Right: Mrs Elizabeth Macquarie, from
a miniature by an unknown artist.
Painting and miniature reproduced
by M U R C I ~of the State Library
of New Sooth Wales

r

Mrs Macquarie’s Road
-

One hundred and sixty years after it was first constructed, the part o f M r s Macquarie’s Road
leading to her favourite vantage point and t o her “Chair” still retains its natural appeal.
;More ubout this fasr;nat;ng purl o f our heritage is included on pages 94-95.

Sightseers came in hundreds to Mrs Macquarie’s Point to see the official opening of Sydney Opera House
on 20th October, 1973. This aerial view shows much of the area traversed by Mrs Macquarie’s Road in 1816.

.

.-_

TOURIST ROAD NO. 4020

Situated on the coastline of the Royal
National Park, 13 kilometres from
Audley, picturesque Wattamolla is one
of the many popular and scenic beaches
south of Sydney. Access to the beach
is along Tourist Road No. 4020 which
branches from Sir Bertram Stevens Drive
(Main Road No. 393) and continues
through bushland for a distance of 3.3
kilometres.
Wattamolla was discovered by the
explorers Midshipman Matthew Flinders
and Surgeon George Bass on one of their
many exploratory voyages along the
New South Wales coast. 011 this
particular journey the 22-year old Flinders
and the 25-year old Bass set out in March,
1796 with Bass’s servant, William Martin,
to explore the river which was reputed to
exist just below Botany Bay but they were
driven much further south by adverse
weather.
Struggling to return up the coast in
their tiny boat, the second “Tom Thumb”,
they encountered more bad weather and
found shelter in the still waters of the
small inlet which they called “Providential
Cove” and which they later learnt was
known to the Aborigines as “WaItaMowlee”.
Flinders gave a vivid description of
their experiences in his book “A Voyage
to Terra Australis”, published in London
in July, 1814 (just one day before he died).
“March 29. B y rowing hard we got four
I e a p e s nearer home; and at night dropped

row
had been unsettled and driving electric
clouds in all directions, bursr out in a gale
at south, and obliged us to get up the
anchor immediately, and run be/ore it. In
a f e w minutes the wab’es began IO break;
and the extreme danger to which this
exposed our little barkrk,was increased by
the darkness of the night, and the
unrertainty of finding any place o f shelter.
The shade of the cliffs over our heads, and
the noise of the surfs breaking at theirfeet,
were the directions by which our course
was steered parallel to the coast.
iclr Bass kept the sheet of the sail in
his hand, drawing in a f e w inches
occasionally, when he saw a particularly
heavy sea following. I was steering with
an oar, and it required the utmost exertion
and care to prevent broaching to; a single
wrong movement,
or a nroment’s
inattention, would hare sent us to the
bottom. The task of the boy was to bale
out the water which, in spite of every care,
the sea threw in upon us.
Afrer running near an hour in this critical
manner, some high breakers were
distinguished ahead; and behind them there
appeared no shade of cliffs. It was
necessary to determine, on the instant,
what was to be done, for our bark could
not lire ten minutes lonzer. On coming to
what appeared to be the extremity of the

breakers, the boat’s head was brought to
the wind in a favourable moment, the mast
and sail taken down, and the oars got out.
Pulling then towards the reef during the
intervals of the heaviest seas, we found it
to terminate in a point: and in three
minutes were in smooth water under its
lee. A white appearance, further back,
kept us a short time in suspense; but a
nearer approach showed it to be the beach
of a well sheltered cove, in which we
anchored for the rest of the night. So
sudden a change, from exrreme danger IO
comparutively per/ect sa/ety, excited
reflections which kept us some rime awake:
we thought Providential Cove a welladapted name /or this place; bur by the
natives, as we afrerwards learned, it is
called Wollo-Mowlee.
On landing next morning, March 30,
water was found at the back of the beach.
The country round the cove is, in general,
sandy and barren. N o natives were seen,
but lheir traces were recent.
The extremity of the reeh which afforded
us such signal shelter, bore S.E. by E. from
the centre of the beach, the north head of
the cove E.N.E.; and except at the
intermediate five points of the compass,
Watta-Mowlee affords shelter for large
boars, with anchorage on a fine sandy
bottom.

our stone under unother range of cliffs,
more rcgular bur less high than those near
Hut Hill. At ten o‘clock, the wind, whirh
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Between three and four miles to the
northward of this cove. we found the river,
or rather port, which was the original
place of our destination: and it having been
a pilot named Hacking, from whom the
first information of it had been received,
it was named after him: b y the natives it is
called Deeban.”

The northern headland of Wattamolla
is still named “Providential Head” while
the southern tip is appropriately called
“Boy
Martin
Point”.
A plaque
commemorating the landing o f Bass,
Flinders and Martin was unveiled at
Wattamolla by members of the Royal
Australian Historical Society on 22nd
October, 1938, by arrangement with the
National Park Trust.
A year after Bass and Flinders’ first
visit, Wattamolla became associated with
a more tragic episode in our early history.
While sailing from Calcutta to Port
Jackson, the cargo ship “Sydney Cove”
developed leaks and was eventually
beached on a small island in the Furneaux
Group (north of Tasmania) in February,
1797. Seventeen of the crew (that is five
Europeans, including William Clarke and
twelve Lascar seamen) attempted to sail
to Sydney in a longboat, but it was
wrecked near Cape Everard (Victoria),
not far south of the present New South
Wales border. They then set out overland
o n 15th March, but, experiencing
incredible hardships as they struggled up
the coast. most died along the way. On
15th May, (62 days and over 500
kilometres later) Clarke. with one
European and one Lascar seaman,
reached Wattamolla in the last stages of
exhaustion. They managed to attract the
attention of some fishermen who rescued
them and took them to Sydney. This
ended one of the most remarkable
overland journeys in the colony’s early
history.
In September 1797, Bass revisited
Wattamolla on a journey overland from
the Cowpastures (Camden) to the coast,
during which he crossed the headwaters
of the Hacking River. Three months
later, he again used the cove for a night’s
anchorage at the beginning o f his
memorable I 9 3 0 kilometres voyage to
Bass Strait and back, exploring the coast
and searching for other survivors from
the “Sydney Cove”. This 12-week trip
was undertaken in an 8.7 metre long
whaleboat manned by six naval oarsmen.
For many years after these visits the
district around Wattamolla remained
unexplored and unattractive to settlers.
On 6th November, 1845, the SurveyorGeneral Sir Tbomas Mitchell, issued
PAGE
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Panoramic view of Wattamolla showing (from left to right) the ocean beach, the
lagoon, the picnic reserve, the refreshments centre and parking area

instructions to Assistant Surveyor Darke
to survey a “village reserve at Wattamolla
and lay out allotmenrs”, but apparently
little further action followed.
On 26th April, 1879 Australia became
the second country in the world (the
United States of America was the first)
to dedicate land as a national park. At
this time, a vast and magnificent area of
7 284 hectares south of Port Hacking was
first dedicated as a public reserve. In the
following year (1880), the first rangers
were appointed and in 1886 it was
proclaimed as a public park, being about
this time approximately doubled in area.
Subsequent additions have brought the
total area now under the administration
of the National Parks and Wildlife
Service (which was established on 1st
October, 1967) to just on 14912 hectares.

part of a general policy to make all major
beauty spots in the park accessible to
motorists.

In 1939, the road from the Princes
Highway near Loftus through the Park
to Waterfall was proclaimed Main Road
No. 393 and it was maintained by the
National Park Trust until 1955. In that
year, the Trust, which had adopted the
prefix “Royal” following a visit by her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth I1 in 1954,
requested that consideration be given to
the sealing of the roads to Wattamolla
and Garie.

“This tablet was erected by the National
Park Trust in recognition of the generous
act of Mr E. J. Coote of Bellevue Hill
Sydney, who presented to the Trust forty
acres of this land overlooking Waftamolla
entrance, 9th December, 1933”.

In 1956, the Department of Main
Roads
agreed to undertake the
reconstruction and bitumen surfacing of
Wattamolla Road in the light of the
Trust’s difficulty in maintaining the road.
This work was completed in 1961 and
coincided with an amendment in the
Main
Roads
Act
providing for
proclamation of certain roads as tourist
roadr. Consequently, in December 1962,
Wattamolla Road was proclaimed Tourist
Road No. 4020. Because the whole length
of Wattamolla Road is within the Royal
National Park, the Department has paid
the full cost of any construction and
maintenance works.

Wattamolla has long been a regular
camping place for hikers and for fishermen
who originally gained access along a
track before construction of the road
(from Sir Bertram Stevens Drive-Main
Road No. 393) in 1935. In that year the
National Park Trust announced that
Wattamolla would be opened to tourist
traffic by the construction of a road, as

From Sir Bertram Stevens Drive
(Main Road No. 393). Wattamolla Road
passes through small valleys of thick low
vegetation. An attractive ocean opens out
and the road leads down to well-kept
picnic grounds with plentiful car parking.
A short stroll through parklands leads
to a pretty lagoon stretching out beneath
a waterfall. Wattamolla Falls are fed

A plaque on a sandstone mnnument
(the same one to which the Bass and
Flinders plaque is attached), situated
near the kiosk at Wattamolla, notes that
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from Coote Creek (named after the
benefactor mentioned above) from the
west, while Wattamolla Creek flows into
the lagoon from the north. This salt-water
lagoon forms a natural swimming pool
fringed by yellow sand, grassy, treeshaded shores and steep cliffs. Close to
the eastern side of the lagoon, a deeplycurving ocean beach provides a
spectacular swimming alternative for surf
lovers and an excellent location for
fisherman.

In the nearby bushland and along the
coastal walking tracks (and the Curra
Moors walking track to the southwest) a
variety of wildlife can be seen by the
observant visitor as this area is the haunt
of wallabies, native rats and marsupial
mice. Some of the varied species of birds
(over 200 types live within the Park) that
may be seen inland in the vicinity of
Wattamolla are honeyeaters, wattle birds,
Wonga pigeons, fantail cuckoos, quails
and wrens, while near the seafront there
are silver gulls, terns, shearwaters,
swallows, swifts, kestrels and an
occasional albatross and sea eagle.
Vegetation in the coastal scrub and
heath country is characterised by shrubs,
mallees and grasses. The displays of
natural flowers on these heaths are one of
the Park's major attractions from August
to November each year. Rock engravings,
kitchen (shell) middens and axe grinding
grooves made by the aboriginal people
who lived here in the past can also be
viewed, but because such irreplaceable
relics of past traditions are susceptible to
vandalism their positions are not widely
advertised.
Situated within a national park,
Wattamolla has the special appeal of
being a well-developed recreation spot
which retains its natural unspoilt charm
and the great beauty of its original
environment. The thousands of visitors
to the area each year have justified the
proclamation of Wattamolla Road as
Tourist Road No. 4020.0
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published. These maps are printed back-toback on a single sheet measuring 99 cm x
70 cm and are folded, for convenience, to
the smaller size of 25 cm x 18 cm.
The area included in the “Sydney and
Suburbs” map extends from Broken Bay in
the north to Port Hacking in the south and to
Blacktown and Liverpool in the west. The
%ale on this map is one kilometre to 1.5 cm.
The extent of the map of “Sydney and
Surrounding Districts” has been altered for
this edition and now covers the area bounded
by Gosford in the north. Camden and
Campbelltown in the south and Penrith in the
west. It has a scale of one kilometre to one
centimetre. The new boundaries have been
chosen so that when forthcoming maps of
“Newcastle and Surrounding Districts” and
“Wollongong and Surrounding Districts” are
published, the three may be placed together
to provide information on a continuous
corridor extending from Maitland in the north
to Nowra in the south.

I
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Several new maps, brochures and reprints now supplement the extensive list of
informative publications which are issued free to the public by the Department.
The latest publications are detailed below and all are available on written request or
by calling at the Public Relations Section, Third Floor. Head Office,
Four Maps of New South Wales

It has been the Department’s practice to
annually revise the “Four Maps of New South
Wales” at 30th June, to include additional
bituminous surfacing and revisions to
distances and travelling times. The new
maps are generally printed during AugustSeptember each year and the 1973 edition is
now available.
The four maps are printed back to back on
one folded sheet. Each map measures
approximately 41 cm wide x 31.5 cm high
and has been drawn at a scale ofapproximately
32 km to 1 cm. The titles of the maps are:
Classification of Main Roads-with Local
Government Area boundaries,
Types of Surface on Main Roads,

’Distances by Main Roads, and
* Travelling Times by Main Roads.
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The first two maps are printed on one side
of the sheet and the last two maps are on the
other side. The maps are folded to
approximately 14 cm wide x 33.5 cm high.
The back panel lists the addressen and
telephone numbers of all the Department’s
Divisional Offices.
These maps continue to be the Department’s most popular publication and are an
invaluable help in the preparation of holiday
and business itineraries.
Flat, unfolded versions of the first two
maps have been printed separately with an
overlay showing the Department’s divisional
boundaries and headquarters,
Maps of Sydney and Suburbs, and Sydney and
Surrounding Districts

The revised edition (1975) of the maps of
“Sydney and Suburbs” and “Sydney and
Surrounding Districts” has also just been

As well as showing the routs of proposed
Freeways and those sections already
constructed or under construction, both maps
feature different classifications of roads in
the Main Roads System, that is, State
Highways, Trunk Roads, Main Roads,
Secondary Roads, and Tourist Roads. For
the benefit of both Council and Departmental
officers who may regularly use the maps for
reference purposes and for the information of
other authorities and interested pcrsons, the
classified numbers of Slate Highways, Trunk
Roads, Main Roads, etc., are shown adjacent
to the appropriate routes.

Limited quantities of each map have been
printed on one side only and supplied flat
for mounting on board or on linen, or for
installing on rollers in wall-mounted map
units. These unfolded maps have also been
overprinted to show the Department’s
divisional boundaries.
Similar maps showing the Main Roads
System in “Newcastle and Suburhs” and
“Newcastle and Surrounding Districts” have
recently been produced by the Department.

NAASRA Publieatloas
Three new brochures have recently been
produced by the National Association of
Australian State Road Authorities to
encourage public interest in the work being
undertaken by its Member Authorities. The
first is entitled “Public Transport on Roads”
and highlights the value of roads in the
overall planning of public transport services.
The second new publication is “Roads and
Traffic Safety”, and as the title implies, this
examines aspects of the relationship between
roads and traffic accidents. The third is
“Roads and Pollution”, which is reprinted in
full on pages 70-3 of this issue. The
publications contain numerous colour
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photographs, graphs and statistics and have
been written in easy-to-read non-technical
terms.
These three brochures are part of a series
being produced by NAASRA to outline some
of the social, economic and environmental
issues associated with present-day road
construction programmes. Copies of the
following earlier brochures are still available“Roads and National Development”
(reprinted in “Main Roads” Vol. 40, No. 3,
March, 1973, pp. 7CLS). “Roads and Traffic
Noise” and “Town Bypasses”.
Waterfall-Bulli P u s Tollwork Brochures
Two publications relating to the new
Waterfall-Bulli Pass Tollwork were produced
at the time of completion of the project in
July, 1975.
One brochure, “Waterfall-Bulli Pass Tollwork”, is a well-illustrated 12-pagepublication
which details the design, construction and
landscaping of this section of the Southern
Freeway and also includes some history about
early routes south to the Illawarra Coast.
Two pages are also devoted to the electronic
driver aid system which has been installed
along the route to warn motorists of driving
dangers ahead by displaying advisory speed
signs during fog and when other hazardous
conditions prevail.
The s s o n d publication is a leaflet entitled
“An Introduction to the Driver Aid System
installed on the Waterfall-Bulli Pass Tollwork”. This explains in more detail how
this system operates and what the motorist
should do if involved in an accident or
breakdown on this section of the F6. This
brochure was reprinted in the September,
1975 issue of “Main Roads”. Motorists
using the Tollwork are urged lo obtain a copy
to familiarise themselves with the signs
beforehand and to keep in the glove-box of
their vehicle as a handy helpful reference.
Bridge Building In New South Wales 1788-1938
This publication is a 24-page reprint of
three historical articles which originally
appeared in “Main Roads” back in the 1950’s.
The articles were “Bridge Building in New
South Wales”-Part
I-The
Early Stone
Bridges”; Part 2--”Early Timber and Iron
Bridges”; and “Bridges and Vehicular
Ferries Across Sydney Harbour-The Story
of their Development”.
An interesting quotation introducing the
first article is well worth repeating here, as it
illustrates the main reason why these reprints
are made available to answer enquiries from
those people who want to know something
about the bridge building styles of yesteryear.
“History-social, economic, and miiitarydusters more thickly obour bridges than about
towns and citadels.”-John Buchan (Lord
Tweedsmuir) in “Introduction to British

Bridges”, 1933.
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The succession of Sir Eric Wiiiis, K.B.E.,
C.M.G., M.L.A., as Premier of New South
Wales on 23rd January, 1976 in place of
Hon. T. L. Lewis, M.L.A. resulted in a
change of Minisfer responsible for the
adminisfration of the Main Roads Act.
The new Minister for Transporf and
Minister for Highways is the Hon. James
Caird (“Tim”) Bruxner, M.L.A., who was
previously both Minister f o r Decentralisation and Development, and Minister for
Tourism. M r Bruxner took up his new
appointment on 23rd January, 1976,
replacing fhe Hon. M . S. Ruddock,
M.Ec., M.L.A. who had been Minister for
Transporf and Highways since loth
October. 1975 (see September, 1975 issue
of “&fain Roads“, Vol. 41, No. I , p . 10)
and has now been appainfed Minister for
Revenue and Assisfanf Treasurer.
M r Bruxner was born at Tenterfield, in
the New England region, in 1923 and was
educated at Cranbrook Schooi, Sydney,
where he was schaol captain in 1940. H e
went on IO sfudy Law af fhe University of
Sydney, bur his studies were inferrupted
by World Wor 11 in which he served as a
member of fhe First Armoured Brigade,
2nd AIF, and Iafer as a Pilof Oficer in the
Operations Training Wing of the RAAF.
Afrer the war, M r Bruxner returned to
Roseneafh. the family properly at
Tenterfield, unfii it was sold in 1950. He
now runs the property, Old Auburn Vale,
one of the oldest holdings in the Invereil
districf, where he is engagedin fhe breeding
of Aberdeen Angus cattle.

In 1962, Mr Bruxner was elected 10 the
New South Wales Parliament as Member
for Tenterfield, foilowing the refirenlent of
his father Lieut.-Col. Sir Michoei Bruxner,
K.B.E., D.S.O., M.L.A. (see March 1968
issue of “Main Roads”, Vol. 33, No. 3,

The Hon. J. C. Brmxnpr

p . 59 and June 1975 issue, Vol. 40, No. 4,
p . 107).
From January, 1973, he became Minisfer
for Housing and Co-operative Sociefies
until20th November of the same year when
he was sworn in as Minister .for
Decenfrolisafion and Development, In the
latter position, he guided Iegislafion through
Parliament to provide for the State’s
involvement in the Albury- Wodonga and
Bafhurst-Orange Growfh Centres.
Mr Bruxner’s fhirfeen year career in
State politics led f o his eiecfion on 9th
December, 1975 as Deputy Leader of
the Australian Country P a r f y (N.S.W.).
While still holding theportfoiio o f Minister
for Decentralisation and Development,
Mr Bruxner was sworn in as Minister for
Tourism on 17th December, 1975 thus
giving hini a dual Ministerial role in the
Liberal-Country Party coalition Government.
During his Porlianienfary career, M r
Bruxner has played an active role in
water conservation, served on a Select
Committee on fhe timber indusfry and led
fhe States in renegofiating the Comnionwealth-Stares Housing Agreemenf. He has
olso been a strong supporfer of the
Industrial Design Council af Ausfralia,
which is involved in activities lo assist
country manufocturers.
M r Bruxner is married with one son
who is engaged in law pracfice in Sydney.
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1 ENQUIRIES
The purchase of a home, n factory or
business premises is tbe largest single
capital investment that most people make
during their lives. Before making the
investment it is important that they should
know whether the property is affected or is
likely to be a f k t e d by current or future
road proposals. It is the Department’s
policy to provide a free enquiry service,
whereby, information regarding the effect

of future road proposnk upon properties, is
readily available to the puhlie.

Two Hundred Thousand Letters Per Yeor

General details of future through
traffic routes can be seen on town
planning scheme maps and are also
exhibited from time to time in brochures
and scale models. However, these sources
d o not supply enough information to
show the precise effect of roads upon
individual properties and the Department
must carry out a certain amount of
preliminary design work to enable this
to be done.
A staff of technical and clerical officers
is maintained in Head Office and in
Divisional Offices to deal with the
thousands of written enquiries that are
received annually from solicitors, members
of the public, companies, real estate
agents, local councils and statutory
authorities. The total number of enquiries
received per annum has been in excess of
200 ooo.
Some Planning Controls on Property

Modem town planning legislation was
introduced in New South Wales about
30 years ago. The regional and local
planning schemes which have since been
developed include Arterial or County
Roads (which are based upon the
Department’s road network). Land
required for future widening o r deviations
is protected, by the provisions of the
planning scheme ordinances, against
development that is likely to substantially increase the ultimate cost of
constructing these routes.
Planning authorities are required to
obtain the Department’s concurrence or
consent to changes in the use of affected
properties pending future road construction and there are provisions in the
legislation for some properties to be
acquired from owners when planning
consent has been refused. Scheme
ordinances also incorporate controls to
eliminate traffic hazards and congestion
along or in the vicinity of major through
traffic arteries.
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It is important that owners be aware of
these limitations when buying o r selling
properties and it now is customary for
developers to seek the Department‘s
views before any land dealings are
completed. This has resulted in a tenfold
increase in the volume of enquiries
received in the past I5 years.
Printed Forms Speed Replies

It has been found that enquiries made in
person or by phone, delay the flow of
answers, while verbal information is
sometimes misinterpreted. Accordingly,
the Department supplies printed forms
upon which applicants can place all of the
details that are needed to identify
properties and subdivisions.
These
forms are available in duplicate, upon
request, from the Department’s offices
and avoid the delays that occur when
enquirers give incomplete or unnecessary
information in written or typed letters.
Upon receipt, each request for property
information is registered and passed to
the appropriate officer for attention.
About three quarters of all enquiries
received, concern property that is well
clear of any Main Roads proposal and
the original of the application form is
stamped accordingly and returned to the
sender within a few days of its receipt.
What the Owner Wants to Know

Property enquiries in the vicinity of
future road proposals need to be
examined in more detail so that individual
replies can be prepared. Dimensions are
given when part of a property is required
for road purposes and a plan is prepared
if the affected area is an irregular shape
and there could be confusion arising from
a written description. Where applicable,
enquirers are advised to consult councils
regarding the effect of local planning
schemes and the Department sends a
copy of all these replies to the planning
authorities concerned, to assist in their
consideration of development applications.
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There are a number of questions that
concern owners of property affected by
road proposals. When will their land be
acquired? What amount will they receive
in compensation? Can improvements be
made to the property in the meantime?

Existing Buildings to Remain in Use

The Department’s funds are insufficient
to enable all built-up properties to be
acquired in advance of road construction
and in general the Department does not
commence negotiations until about 3 years
before the expected construction date.
Accordingly, existing buildings on the
route of future roads can remain in use
until roadworks are about to commence.
The Department also does not object to
minor improvements or amenity additions
being made to dwellings to keep them
habitable.
Reasonable alterations or additions to
industrial or commercial premises affected
by road proposals, may be approved
conditional upon the owners agreeing to
limit their future claims for compensation
to the development as now existing. These
agreements are known as Deeds of
Release and are registered as Caveats
upon the land title. Their purpose is to
allow firms to continue to operate and
expand upon their present sites, without
involving the community in heavy
additional acquisition costs in the future.

When Will the Depurlment Buy M y Home?

Subject to availability of funds the
Department provides estimates to owners
of the likely date when affected properties
will be acquired. This service enables
home owners and companies to plan their
future movements and to decide upon new
sites.
When acquisitions are finally undertaken they are negotiated upon the basis
of the current market value of equivalent
properties unaffected by road proposals.
The Department has the power of
compulsory resumption of property but
does not exercise this power in other than
exceptional circumstances. Practically the
whole of the land required for road
purposes is purchased by negotiation and
mutual agreement with the owner.

No objections are raised to affected
properties being sold privately in the
interim period, aud it has been found
in these cases that assurances on the
possible date and the basis of future
acquisition, usually are sufficient to
ensure that the owner’s equity is preserved.
However, the Department is prepared to
consider the early acquisition of some
properties in cases of genuine proven
hardship.
All current owners are notified by letter
when the Department is ready to
commence negotiations to acquire land
for a new project.

.,.( . .. .
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.. . .
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Land Available on Short Term Lease

The Department now holds a
considerable amount of vacant and builtu p land on the routes of future roads in
the Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong
areas. The N.S.W. Planning and
Environment Commission also has
purchased many vacant lots in Sydney
which will be transferred to the road
authority in due course.
Pending road construction, these
properties are available on lease for
purposes compatible to the surrounding
area, The usual period of leasing is 2 to
5 years on terms related to current market
values. The use and any development of
the properties is subject to the
Department’s agreement and local council
requirements.
It is possible, of course, for private
owners to arrange to lease out their
properties under similar conditions before
the Department takes acquisition action.
Information Kept Up To Dare

It is the Department’s policy to supply
the public with information that is
correct at the time of an enquiry.
However, some variations in the
boundaries and sometimes the location of
future road proposals are inevitable as
more detailed investigations reveal site
or design problems. It is advisable,
therefore, to check with the Department
each time that a property changes
hands..

. . ,

.
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ROPiOS
KI THE
FUTURE
After on anniversary year during which we
frequently looked bock to past years, it
is now appropriate that W P look forward to
see what chungm and challenges the
future might bring for road designers.
This orticle has been adopted from an
address given by the Department's Road
Design Engineer, MT V. P. O'Crudy, B.E.,
M.T.C.P., M.I.E.(Aust.). Iris inrended
as a "thought-provoker" on what may lie
ahead, bur should not be taken to indicate
ony firm Deparlmental planning policy.
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Making Ways For Wheels

The wheel is some seven thousand
years old and the combustion engine
some two hundred years old.
The marriage of these two, performed
by George Stephenson with the opening
of the Stockton-Darlington railway,
has lasted 151 years and, judging
by the results of this union, would
indeed appear to be one of those
marriages "made in heai'en".
For the 6 800 years before James Watt
took out his first patent for the
combustion engine in 1769, wheeled
vehicles were limited to designs which
incorporated various combinations of
wheels and axles, with a platform or
box on top, and a shaft or two
attached for towing by animal power.
The tyres on these early cans, drays,
chariots, chaises, gigs, cabriolets,
waggons, stagecoaches-call them
what you will-were generally rigid,
made of wood and later of iron. But
they did not perform very well in fine
grained non-plastic materials (such
as dry sand) nor in highly plastic
materials (such as wet clay). This
deficiency led to the development of
road pavements, which usually
took the form of mechanically
interlocked stones.

Of all the early road-builders, the
Romans were the most efficient, their
80 OOO kilometre road network being
more than adequate for their needs.
The Roman road, which consisted of
hand-placed stone blocks held in
position by finer rock chips and
cemented together, was designed to
sustain heavy loading from rigid tyres.
The fall of the Roman Empire was
followed by a period of stagnation
in road construction and maintenance
during the Dark Ages. The next
milestone in road construction only
appeared in quite recent times,
about 170 years ago, when James
McAdam and Thomas Telford
developed ideas for utilising some
of the Roman road-building techniques
of interlocked stone pavements. This
breakthrough, along with the advent of
the internal combustion engine, really
got things moving. Transport was no
longer dependent on animal power nor
the foroes of nature (wind, tides, water)
to supply energy.
The combustion engine was modified
from external to internal operation and
the air-cushioned rubber tyre brought
in smoother riding, with a bounce instead
of a bone-shaking shudder. The
demise of the rigid tyre (at least in
Western countries) allowed the
MAIN ROADS

construction of what are now termed
flexible pavements, which are
considerably cheaper per square metre
than the hand-packed stones of the
Ancient Romans o r Thomas Telford.
Compared to the first 6900 o r so
dormvrt years of the wheel's life,
the past 70 o r so years have been
positively frantic. During this period,
the motor vehicle has undergone several
metamorphoses from the early handcranked "T-model" type to the highly
powered vehicles of today. While the
motor car has increased in power.
reliability, speed and comfort it has
still remained under man's direct and
individual control.
Paralleling the development of the
motor vehicle have been the demands
for more suitable road pavements of
continually improving standards of
horiiontal and vertical geometry.
The attempt to specify how the road
might match vehicle capabilities and
driver expectations is called road desigil,
the standards and construction costs of
which have been continually moving
upwards. Pavements nowadays have to
be constructed witer, that is, more
exactly to the design specifications.
Horirontal curves need to be larger
in radius and the vertical curvcs
smoother.
Over the last fifteen years (less
than one quarter of one per cent of the
wheel's life span to date), road designers
have been designing high-speed roads
to the limitations of the dri\er rather
than the vehicle. The pavement may
be t r w enough for speeds in the
vicinity of 150 km h, the grades may
be flat enough for the vehicle to sustain
that speed, the curves may be large
enough in radius for a vehicle to be
stable on them at that speed, but what
of the dri\,er?
Most drivers d o not drive a t these
speeds because they realise that their
reaction time would probably be too
slow to avert trouble in times of
emergency. Similarly, they are aware
that (except in flat, open country)
their range of vision is usually not
sufficient to allow them to manoeuvre
safely and avoid sudden hazards. They
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are understandably uncomfortable at
the thought of hurtling along at high
speed while there are so many
possihilities for sudden interruption to
their movement.
Nowadays, on high speed roads, sight
distance in the cuttings, rather than
centrifugal force, determines the
minimum radius of the curves. The
latter is no longer a problem as curves
arc appropriately banked. Sharp crests
are also avoided because of the
restrictions they impose on the forward
view, of dri\,ers. The sight distance over
crests, rather than the reduction in
effective gravity forces, determines the
parabola length used in the design of
the road through the change in grade.
Similarly, oil high speed roads, the
parabola length used in their design
a t s:igs (i.e., dips) is based on the
distance illuminated at night by
vehicle headlights, rather than on the
increase in effective gravity forces.
P o s i h i l i r i ~ /or
~ s Tomorrow

Now we have come close to identifying
one of the several factors which may well
cause drastic changes in road design
standards within the next thirty
years or less.
I f automatic devices, probably
electronic, could be satisfactorily
developed to effectively take over
from man the functions of seeing and
reacting. there would be a marked
increase in road safety and road
capacity, while faster speeds would be
feasible. Traffic lights a t intersections
represent the beginning of these
electronic controls. They observe the
vehicle approaching by means of a
magnetic loop in the pavement and
react by changing the traffic lights
to green as soon as it is convenient lo d o
so, having regard to other traffic. By
observing, remembering and acting,
the traffic light system takes over part of
these functions from the driver and:or
traffic policeman.
On some United States freeways.
electronic devices measure and identify
acceptable time gaps in lane flow and,
by means of lights and signs, beckon
forward vehicles waiting at the on-ramp
-with constant messages urging them

to travel at certain speeds in order to
Aow into those gaps in safety. In the
United States and Europe, research is
active to develop an electronic system
of controls which will ensure that a
vehicle can not only travel up to an
acceptable maximum speed without
colliding with the \,chicle i n front,
hut can also overtake with safety.
and come to a halt when faced with
obstructions, such a s s t a t i o n ~ r yvehicles.
Research seems to be dividing into
two schools of thought-the
cor-/olhuving rlrenry and the slot theory.
In the ror-/ollowing rh~~.ory.
the
electronically operated vehicle
regulates its distance behind the
vehicle in front by observing relative
velocities, acceleration and distances
by means of radar, infra-red or
supersonic sensors. It remains in one
lane, o r opts to change lanes, as guided
by a set of coils within it which react to
the field of magnetic flux set u p by one,
o r a pair, of charged wires set
longitudinally in the road pavement.
When the vehicle leaves the highway on
which it is electronically controlled, it
reverts to manual driving. In a project
in Ohio. sponsored by the United States
Rureau of Public Roads this system has
been operated safely a t speeds of up to
100 km'h.
In thc slot tltcory, the road pavement
contains a continuous bank of
electronic wire loops, and the following
vehicle is restricted by braking o r
encouraged by accelerating, having
regard to the time since the vehicle
ahead passed over the particular loops.
Without doubt there is an enormous
amount of research yet to be carried out
before either of these systems could
become safe and economical.
Nevertheless, electronics offer LISthe
elimination of dependence on human
reaction time and this means that
vehicles can drive more closely
together, thereby raising road capacity.
Sight distance becomes irrelevant and
thus curves can be built to sharper
radii, limited only by the friction value
of the tyres and lateral stability. For
the same reason, both over and under
vertical curves can be shortened,
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limited only by the acceptable rate of
change of gravity.
Because of a significant reduction
in driver fatigue, sustained speeds can
be higher, and with electronic controls,
this will require truer, smoother road
pavements. At the same time,
electronic control could ensure that
intersections or interchanges are
negotiated at low speeds (say not more
than 20 km/h), so that radii could be
sharp. The land area required would
be far less than for a conventional
intersection or interchange.
If we look at the amount of
electronic guidance now used in the
more modern railway systems, or in the
fully instrumented approach of an
airliner to its runway, it must be
reasonable to assume that some of the
benefits of these forms of guidance
could become available to road vehicles.

KI THE
FUTURE

More Automation

There is another possibility in
highway development-that is, the
Anill3 lmpredms

complete departure from the existing
highway as we know it. Mr J. L.
Loder, in a paper on “New Systems
for Urban Transportation” presented
to The Institution of Engineers,
Australia, in 1970, states that “in
the foreseeable future auroniated
transport will require a separate righto f w a y on which to operate”. This

proposal would allow for the use of
ordinary vehicles, with extra fittings,
but would not permit the use of
ordinary vehicles under human.
“unautomated”, control in the same
traffic stream. Mr Loder foresees that
“the degree of control should be
suficient to enable the system to
operate initially at 60 mph (97 kmih)
with 10 feel (3 metres) spores between
vehicles”, i.e., a possible capacity of
I2 OOO vehicles per lane hour. Compare
this with the maximum of only about
2 OOO vehicles per lane hour under
driver control.
In an article entitled “Electronic
Flight” published in \he October, 1973
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issue of the ‘‘Scientific American”,
Messrs Henry H. Kolm and Richard
D. Thornton envisage vehicles
suspended by magnetic fields“magnetic Ievirorioii-as distinct from
wheels or air cushions, and driven by
linear induction motors at speeds up
to 500 kni/h.

The Energy Crisis
Apart from the political question of
which nations have most access to the
world’s oil reserves, the energy
crisis refers to the possibility that the
world might soon be running out of
petroleum products, or other fossil fuel
products, or both.
Estimates of the energy life of fossil
fuels vary. It is possible that if the
fossil fuels continue to supply the
bulk of the world‘s energy requirements,
only about a century remains before
most of the ultimate resources of the
members of the petroleum familycrude oil, natural gas and natural gas
liquids, tar, and oil shales-are
exhausted. Similarly, about 300 to 400
years remain before exhaustion of most
of the world‘s coal resources. However,
if coal were used as the main energy
source, its supply would only last about
another 100 to 200 years.
Whatever number of years remain,
the end of these resources must be
inevitable while they continue to be
used, particulary at the present high
rate. In anticipation, some overseas
countries have experimented with
petrol rationing and have shown
greater interest in substitute fuels
(even though they might not develop
as much power in the engine as petrol
does).
There were some interesting benefits
resulting from the energy crisis. After
the fuel crisis in the United States, in
November/December. 1973, the National
Road Safety Council reported that
1 OOO fewer people were killed on the
roads in 1973 than in 1972.
In connection with chemical smog
and the adverse contribution by motor
vehicles, the New York Department of
Air Research recorded falls of between
IO and 20 per cent in carbon monoxide
readings in Manhattan during the fuel
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shortage. In the long run, this pollution
problem can be met either by reducing
the number of vehicles on the roadeven by banning them from certain
areas-or by exercising control over
exhaust gases, even though this
probably leads to some loss of power.
A prolonged energy crisis could
result in less motor vehicle traffic,
a higher proportion of vehicles with a
lower power-weight ratio, and slower
travel on significant upgrades. All of
this suggests narrower roads (fewer
lanes) and a wish for lower grades,
which could be achieved, but at the
expense of increased horizontal
curvature.
The last-mentioned possibility could
also pose a real problem in the design
of road drainage. Already sight
distance requirements produce crests in
cuttings which are very difficult to
drain because of their long lengths of
nearly flat grade, without any
opportunity to dispose of water off
the pavement, except into parallel
table drains or underground drainage.
If the vertical curves have to be longer
and grades have to be flatter, to suit
lower power-weight ratios, it may be
necessary to build roads generally
in f i / / so that the flat grades are not a
drainage problem.
Environmenlol Issues

It is a simple but true obscrvation
that roads can be built in harmony with
the environment provided sufficient
funds are available. Emphasis on
environmental issues will probably have
a considerable modifying influence on
future road design. It could involve
the road designer in providing for
flatter batters, giving more attention
to vegetation restoration, seeking
locations where cuttings would be
shallower and less obvious and
accepting more restrictions on choices
of road locations.
All the abovementioned factors for
change--electronic controls, the energy
crisis and environment issues-give
rise to some new patterns for future
road design. All three would appear to
support the need for better riding
pavements and reduced pavement

widths (i.e., fewer lanes), either through
increased carriageway capacity (because
of electronic controls) or reduced
traffic volumes (brought about by the
energy crisis or by pollution issues).
An energy crisis would call for flatter
grades. while electronic controls would
permit sharper horizontal curves and
sharper over and under vertical curves.
Exciting bur Frusrrating Unknowns

If we study road life histories as an
actuary might study human Life
histories, we discover that the average
road life for a major traffic artery is
some 35 years or more. Certainly most
of the influencing factors which are
described in this article will have
caused some changes in road design
by then and newer influencing factors
will have emerged.
In an atmosphere of constant change
there is a tendency to be pessimistic
about road design. Perhaps it will
never be possible to design and
construct a road which will not go out
of date within its economic lifetime.
Automobile manufacturers cannot
predict long-range future vehicle
developments with any accuracy. Even
when they are reasonably sure of
changes coming up, they may not
divulge the information for fear of
their industrial competitors using the
knowledge. So road engineers are
obliged to locate and design roads to
suit vehicles generally as we know them
today, and inevitably the roads built
today are not fully suited to the
vehicles which may use them tomorrow.
Awareness of the changes which are
happening at an ever-increasing rate is
of little comfort to those conscientiously
involved in road planning. The feeling
that even the most advanced design
will perhaps be out of date by the time
its construction has been completed is a
nagging dissatisfaction which creeps
into any designer’s dreams for the
future.
What road designers can do is to
remain aware that changes are coming
at an ever faster rate, and to be sensitive
to them . . and not to expect too
many bouquets from future generations
for our vision and foresight..

.
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Overlooking Farm Cove, Fort Denison and
Wwlloomooloo Bay and jutting out between
Bennelong Point and Garden Island, Mrs
Macquarie's Point is at the northeastern
extremity of the Domain. The point was so
named because. with its pleasant views of the
harbour. it was a favourite vantage spot used
by Mrs Macquarie.
Access to the point is still along the drive or
road which Mrs Macquarie suggested ,k
made. An extension IO the
road -.
a1 the
mint
~~~.
..__
.... ~-....
led 10 a seat cut out of a large rock and known
Mrs Macquarie's Chair. On its high back
IS the following inscription.
~

~~~~~~

~~

"BE IT THUS RECORDED THAT THE
ROAD
Round the inside of the Govemnmenr Domain
Called
MRS MACQUARIES ROAD
So named by the Governor on account of her
having Origlnolly
Planned it Measuring 3 Miles and 377 Yards
Waa finally Completed on the 13th Day of
June 1816".

In his diary, Governor Macquarie noted, . ,
"This &y (i.e.. Thursday 13th June, 1816) at
1 p.m.. Nicholas Deloney the Ovem-er of the
working Gang employed for some time past in

the Government Domain reported IO me that
Mrs Macquarie's New Rood (measuring
3 mlles and 377 yards) round the inside of the
Government (Domain)-rogether with 011 the
necessary Bridges on the same-were
completely finished agreenbly to the Plan laid
down originally for constructing it by Mrs
Mmquarie.
Ar a reward for their exertions in hoving
completed 'Mrs Macquarie's Road', on this
purticular and auspicious Day, I have given
Delaney and his Gong of Ten Men. Five
Gallons of Spirits amongst t h e w s Donation
from Government from the King's Store."

Macquarie thoughtfully and proudly
referred to the day as auspicious simply
+ c a w it was his wife's birthday!-her 38th
In fact. So its wmpletion was in one sew a
birthday present-nd
a very meaningful
one too. No doubt on this day, when her
special project waa at last completed. her
thoughts went back to Scotland where years
before she had planned a similar waterfront
walk. It is intriguing to find that in 1804
(just before he met her for the first time),
Lachlan Macquarie admired a path proposed
by her for a headland which sounds like it
had a remarkable resemblance to the Sydney
setting. Macquarie's Journal of 26th June
1804 records t h s e comments . . .

Mrs Macquarie's Road
Australia's First Tourist Route
This year marks the 160rl1 anniversary of the completion of a road which could well be
regarded as Australia's Jirst tourist road. We are so attuned to thinking of Governor
Lachlan Macquarie as rhe sole guiding hand behind early roadbuilding programmes that
it may come as a surprise to some to realise that Mrs Macquarie was involved in them,
too. But. she was interested more in paths of recreation than in arteries of conlmerce.
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"I walked ubout with the ladies, and spent a
very pleasant day at Airds-I went to look at a
very pletfy new gravd walk p l m r d by and
execured under the direction of Mirs Elizabeth
Campbell (Mrs Macquarie's maiden name) of
Ai&, when she lived here lately . , .; it is LI
very pleasanr walk, round a Point of land
jutring info rhe sea, and called the 'Black
Rock'; and shows the good taste of rhis young
lady for ornamented improvements of this
kind."

The route Of the Mrs Macquarie's Road is
clearly indicated on "A Plan of the
~overnment D~~~~~ Land, survey&
in
the year 1816" by C. Cartwright (reproduced

;;ZO''
: ~ ~ n ~ ~ ) . f r ~ m cDomain,
~~~thths
State Library. skirted the p-nt
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led out lo MIS Macquarie’s Point, around
Farm Cove and Bennelong Point and back
to the old Government House. It was
possibly measured from there, as nearby
Macquarie Place did not then contain the
ohelirk. which waq
mcted in 1818. The
_.
only obvious bridge needed would have been
over the creek at the head of Farm Cove.
On Cartwright’s plan, one portion of the
road along the west side of Farm Cove is
inscribed “Mrs Macquarie’s Road“. while
that along the west side of “Wwlloomoolla
Cove” is titled “Mrs Macquarie’s New
Road”. No doubt a portion of the road
consisted of the improvement of existing
tracks or paths (e.g.. Surgeon Harris States
that some existed in 1807): while,the “New
Road“ was presumably entirely original.
In an article on the “History of Sydney
Botanic Gardens” (published in,the Journal
of the Royal Australian Histoncal SWietY,
Vol. 14, Part I , 1928, pp. 12, 3841) Mr I. H.
Maiden stated that work on.the road was
commenced in 1813. Certainly, OverDelaney and his gang were reported as being
employed there on “different labouring
Works” in 1813 (HRA, I, Vol. 7 pp. 74S9).
Among Mr 1. T. B i w ’ s papers gathered for
his “Inquiry into the State of the Colony . . .
in 1822” w e a list of buildings and works
undertaken sin- 1810, and It included the
following two entries.
~

~~~~~~

~~

~

~

~

-

Buildings and works by
Government Labour

Date 0,
Completi

L

Above: “Mrs Mat-qmde’s scat. Gannnun, Domain“ as depicted by Am#~utw
f a d e in the lore 1820’s (From “Vlcws in New Sowh Wales and Van Diemen’s
Loris'. london. 1830. Reproduced by murtcsy of Mitchell Library. Sydney)

I

Below: Imcription on rock face behind Mrs Macquarie’s clroir

~

1813

1818 (sic)

Clearing Government Domain at
Sydney of rocks and stumps of
trees and converting 3 acres to
Garden.
Making one mile and 4 of Road
in front of Government House
and round the Domain called
Mrs Macquarie’s Road.

-

-.

Another reference is in the long list of
works undertaken during Macquarie’s
governorship, where one accomplishment is
“A Road round the inside ofthe Gqvernment
Domain always o en for the recreation of the
Inhabitants on
(HRA, I. Vol. 10,

kat".

n. 471.
~I

In the article mentioned above (written
almost fifty years ago), Mr I. H. Maiden
claimed that “The inscriotion ’Mrs Macuuorie’s
Road, 1816‘ moy~still’beseen on a rock on
the left hand side of the road up the slope
after leaving the Corporation Bath.? (now the
Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Pool). Elsewhere
he described it as k i n g on a cliff, “dongside
the bulge of the road overlooking ,Curden
Island”. A recat search has failed to
locate this inscription and any information
about it from OUT readers would be
appreciated.
For those with a botanical interest, Maiden
mentions in his article the types and origin
of many of the trees along Mrs Macquarie’s
Road.
Mrs Macquarie was not the l i n t to enjoy
the view from her favourite headland. The
aboriginal name for the area was “Yurong”
and after the first settlement at Sydney Cove
it was called “Anson’s Point”. John Anson
was a free settler who in 1799 received from
Governor Hunter a grant of 100 acres of
lapd at Toongabbie. He also had a farm
ob ths point which he sold in 1808 to go to
~~~~
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.

Hobart, where hc died in 1819. What a
beautiful piece of real estate was offered in
his advertisement in the Sydney Gazelle Of
29th May, 1808. “To be let or sold by
Private Contract a truly valuable Leasehold

Chair. From the grassy slopes nearby. they
can experience the view that has moved
countless visitnn to admire the beauties of
nature in general and of Sydney Harbour in
particular. 0

Kent Street).
Today. residents and tourists alike Fan
drive almost to the tip of Mrs Mauluane’s
Point and wander along the path to her

Colour
illustrations showing
Mrs
Macpuarie’s Chair in 1855 and today are
included on pages 80 and 81 of this its”.
More details about Mm Macquanc can be
found in the Australian E n c v c l o d i a
~.
(published by the Grolier Society) and’in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography. Vol. 2,
(edited by D. Pike).
The extracts from Governor Macquarie's
diary are reproduced by wlutesy of the
Mitchell Library, Sydney.

Form, beautifully situated at the Eastern
Point of Farm Cove, the property. and
formerly in the occupation of John Anson: the
whole containing I1 acres and upwards. with
excellent pasturage and every accommcdation
for D Stock Farm: abundanlly stocked with
various choice fruit trees, and in all respects
worthy of attention. For particulars apply to
J . Amon, Carpenter, Back Row East.” (i.e..

~~~

~
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TENDERS ACCEPTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MAIN ROADS
The following tenders (in excess of S20,OOO) for road and bridge works were accepted by the Department for the three months ended
31st December, 1975.
Amount

Road No.

Works or Service

Name of Successful Tenderer

State Highway No. 1

Princes Highway. Shire of Imlay. Supply and
stockpiling of up to I I 900 cubic metres of cover
aggregate in the Bega-Eden area.
Hume Highway. Shire of Goodradigbee. Construction of new bridge over Connor’s Creek, 4.5
km west of Bookham.
Hume Highway. Shire of Kyeamba. Construction
of new bridge over Comatawa Creek at 4.2 km
south of Tarcutta.
Pacific Highway. Shire of Byron. Construction of
new bridge over railway line at Bangalow.
Pacific Highway. Shire of Lake Macquarie. Installation of lateral drains for restoration of slip area
opposite George Street, Highfields.
Pacific Highway. Shires of Lake Macquarie and
Wyong. Supply and delivery of 10 mm of asphaltic
concrete for reseals and resheeting of various
sections.
Pacific Highway. Shire of Kempsey. Supply and
delivery of fine crushed rock for construction of
shoulders at Clybucca Flat, 14.0 km to 19.5 km
north of Kempsey.
Oxley Highway. Shires of Coonabarabran and
Liverpool Plains. Construction of new bridge over
Cox’s Creek at Mullaley, 39.1 km west of Gunnedah.
Illawarra Highway. Shire of Wingecarribee. Construction of 4sell 3 m x 2.2 m reinford concrete
box culvert at unnamedsreek, 13.2 km west of Moss
Vale.
Pacific, Gwydir and Bruxner Highways. Supply,
heat. haul and spray R90 bitumen.
Pacific. Gwydir and Bruxner Highways. Supply,
heat, haul and spray R90 bitumen.
Pacific, Gwydir and Bruxner Highways. Supply,
heat, haul and spray R90 bitumen.
Pacific, Gwydir and Bruxner Highways. Supply,
heat, haul and spray R90 bitumen.
Caretaking and operation.

Blue Metal & Gravel Ltd

IOl,l50.00

Siebels Concrete Constructions
Pty Ltd

136,432.28

s
State Highway No. 2
State Highway No. 2
State Highway No. 10
State Highway No. 10
State Highway No. 10

State Highway No. 10

Stale Highway No. 1 1
State Highway No. 25

Various
Various
Various
Various
Ulmarra Ferry %Nice

W. A. Winnett & Son

69,138.10

Hanna & Edmed (Constructions)
Pty Ltd
Stewart Bros

116,076.80

Albion Reid (N.S.W.) Pty Ltd

123.789.00

Fortescue Motors Pty Ltd

120.000.00

Dayal Singh Constructions
(Tamworth) Pty Ltd

238.528.40

23.868.00

G. Ryan

42,442.00

Shorncliffe Pty Ltd

26,925.00

Q.A.R. Road Services Pty Ltd

69,069.50

Spraypave Pty Ltd

33,415.00

Q.A.R. Road Scrvices Ply Ltd

29,075.00

F. W. Thompson

21.840.00

TENDERS ACCEPTED BY COUNCILS
The following tenders (in excess of $20,000) for road and bridge works were accepted by Councils for the three months ended 31st December, 1975.
Council

Road No.

Works or Services

Name of Successful Tenderer

Amount

Bibbenluke

S.H. 19

Reconstruction 20.26 km to 25.9 km south of Bombala.

149,074.60

Carrathool
Carrathool
Gosford

Supply of Aggregate.
Bitumen spraying.
Construction of bridge over Narara Creek-No.
Bridge.

32,658.57
79,760.46
113,200.00

N. F. & M. E. Goddard

100,511.00

Lane Cove

Various Roads
Various Roads
Rural Local Road
-Showground
Road
Rural Local Road
-Bunyah Road
S.R. 2092

Monaro Road Construction
Ply Ltd
Farley & Lswers Pty Ltd
Canberra Asphalters Pty Ltd
J. M. Parkinson

Riverstone Plant Hire

218,916.00

Lane Cove

S.R. 2070

Maclean

M.R. 152

s

Great Lakes
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Construction of reinforced concrete bridge over Horsc
Creek at Bunyah, 12.5 km from Coolongolook.
Reconstruction of Centennial Avenue from Epping
Road to Mowbray Road.
Reconstruction of intersection with Northwood Road
and Longueville Road at Blaxlands Corner.
Operation of ferry over Clarence River at Bluff Point
until end of 1978.

John Cassidy Contractors
Pty Ltd
H. Hay

69,717.95
108.wO.00

MAIN ROADS

MAIN ROADS
STANDARD
SPECIFICATIONS
Note: Imperial drawings are prefixed by
letter A, metric drawings by the letters SD.
instructions are so described, all other
item are specitications.

ROAD SURVEY A N D DESIGN

mign

two-lane rural roadr (Inslrucfion-19641
. . . .
Data for design o?'tw&ne rural roads
(19731 . . . . . . . . . .
mat
cross wcdqns-bitumen
pawnsnt (In$trucuon--19721..
Plan and longrection-Two
lane mrd
road5
. . . . . .
Standard E ~ P Isections for biivmcn
s u m c c d t w o - l a n ~rural roads (19131..

Form No.
355
892 (Mclric)
A6132
SD 6115
SO 6056

Form N o .

Form N o

FORMATION INCLUDING EARTHWORKS
AND RURAL'DRAINAGE

BRIDGES
Cancretr work for bridgn (1914)
. . 350 (Metric)
Data for bridge design (1913) . . . . I8 (Metric)
Emtion of p m a i t resmesed EOnCrCtc
bridge Unitsand bknkr(1915)
. . 557 (Metric)
Erection of precast. prrrlrascd concrete
pilei (19661
. . JJ8
Erection or preait; pmi-red'ioncrelc
. . . . 561 (Metric)
bridge girders . .
Excavation for bridgn (1,914). . . . . . 563 IMciricl
Extermination of termites ~n bridges
(Instruction--1958)*
. . . . . . 326
Erectinn el 1lruc1uraI steelwork..
. . 262 (Metric)
Minvraclvre of precast or Casl-in-liln.
prestressed E O O F ~ C ~ Cbridge members
5J6
(1970) . .
Manurnetvre of di;to&ic G i n - r;f
bridge unim and girdsn (19671
. . 562
Preparation and pretreatrqenl of ,metal
surfacer prior to P.0tCClI"C EOL!l"S or
painting-MeUlad Sclsfion Guide . . 1032 (Mclric)
Protection s n ~ l c sfor bndgcs or CYIVSTU
with concretc weannp surfacr) (1960) A 1272
Pmtrcvwd concrete bridge drawmp(a) Pmtrcucd concretc piln12ini12in-351ons
. . . . A 4164
I4 in octagonal45 tons . . . . A 4943
A 4944
16 in octagonal-JO tons . .
(bl Tcil load diasrsma for p m u c ~ s i d
C0"CrCtC PdA J601
12 in x 12 in
A 5828
14 in and 16 in &iaganal P i l e :
Reinforced c o x r e k pilcs 35 and 45 Ion%
(1963) . .
. . . . A 1201.8
Reinforced concreie pili; (prccnst) for
bridgc foundations
. . . . . . 564
568
S~pen~ruucturc
for bridges
Supply of high strength steel bal<s11960) 26 I
Supply af ready mixed C O ~ C ~ C I C . for
89) (Metric)
bridgework! (191J)
. . . .
Timber for bridges
. . 140
A
26
Waterway diagram (0 to 200 a&I
..

:

Corrugated PVC rubsail drainaw pipe
(19721 . .
Earthworks and ?ormi& i&ludinE
rurfacc M i a g e (1974).
..
lostallaiion of lateral d r u m (19741
..
Shoulders and table drams (1973)
..
Standard rubbls retaining wall, (1941) . .
Standard mass E O ~ C ~ C L C rclsinlng wall

..

907 (Metric)
10 (Mcuiel
827
1013(Metric)
(Mclricl
A 114
A 4934
A 4935
528 (Metric)
311 A

PAVRMEMS
Cement con~refepaveman. (1960)
. . A 1147
c O n , t r u ~ i i ~of
n natural gravel or crushed
rock road
p ~ v c m c o t (bitumen
143 (Metric1
8M) (Metric1
610

7 U (Metric)
S"(19751
Ply Of "atYr.1
..
%raw1or crvrh* &k
for road pavement (no1 bitumen
801 (Mstricl
rurfa~cdl(19751..
supply of ready m&d
'E0"F.CtC
'
''
609 (Metric)
(1973) . . . .

ROADSIDE
RoPdVdc fircplncc (1974)
Roadside lilter bin (1915)

. . . . S D 4671

. . . .

S D 5841

BITUMINOUS SURFACES
URBAN DRAINAGE
TRAFFIC PROVISIONS A N D PROTECTION

concrc,c C""YI.LII
. . . . . . A 1418
138 1MctricI
conCrctc work other than bridgn
and subaradc draink i p of SUL+
aw (Inqrucl~on--1973)*
. . . . J13 (Metric)
GuIIygn#q(I%9)
. . . . . . A 190
Gully pit with BRllng . . . . . . A 1042
With kcrbinlet Only . . . . . . A I043
With gratingand crtcnded kerb ink,. . A I3J2
1353
w i t h extended kerb mlct only
. . AA 4832
With grating for mountable kcrb
..
SO
6246
Kerb and guner rbapn (191)) . . . .
PcrnmbulnlorramP,
. . . . . . A 3491
SD
6247
Vehicle gullcr E r O ~ I ' " g S (1914) . . . . .
walcrwasczlcuIi(ionrfor urban dramage
(Inntruciian--1963)
. . . . . 3718

952 (Mclrir)
953 (Metric)
612(Metric)

CULVERTS
in)

cartin place reinlarced conc~otcbnr
noXc y l v c ~with w u r i n s surface

Cd.WtS-

single d l b o x C U ~ Y Cunder
~
611
rrom I m
. . . . . .
Single ccil box E Y ~ Y I I ~under fill
from0.3 to I m . . . . . .
Multiple d l box ~ u l v ~ under
rf
fill
. . . .
from I m
~ ~ i t i pccii
i c box &iycrt under fill
from0.3 to I m . . . . . .

SD 6270
S D 6271
S D 6272
SD 6213

SO 6274

SO 139
S D I43
SD 172
SD 173
SD 174
S D I75
SO 116

861

S;&'aqd.hYina
of dgraded tar
p h i mix (1975) .
..
Supply and delivery or d&
g A e d tar
phnt mix (1915)
,
..
supply and laying, o f ' o p e n graded
biturninom plait mix (1915) . . . .
Supuly and dellvery of own E m d
biturnincus plant mix (1975). . . . .
supply of prepared cutback bitumen for
~almg
p u r w ~ (1966).
r
. . . . .
Supply and delivery of cover spDIcsate
for sealing and rescaling with bitumcn
(1915)
. . . . . . . . . .
Tar . . . . . . . . . . . .

9J4 (Mclrir)

955(Mctriq
9J6 (Metric)
951 (Metric1

Bulk w m tender form. Council contracl
(1966) . . . . . . . . . . 39
Bvlk ~ v m c o n t r l cform.
l
Councilconlrncl
(197))
. . . . . . . . . . 38
corer sheet for rpcciScation% Council
EOIIIrnBCL . . . . . . . . . . 342
CBrCmkinp and operaling fcrria
. . 498
General conditions of conwad. Council
contract (1966) : :
. . . . 240
Schedule ofqusnlltlCI ( 1 9 6 1 . . . . 61

740
MANUALS

351 (Mclricl
296

PENCING
IU (Metric)
Chain w i r c l u s r d R n c i n g - ~ ~ L i o(19141
n
S D I49
Chain wire--lupply--(1974)
. . . . . 132 (Metric)
Corruaaisd sec1 guard rad4uppIy(1915)
. . . .
,.
, . SD5595
~o-gnied steel Eunrd Tpil-eIcClim
(197))
. . . . . . . . . . 680(MsIric)
S D 5829
Drawings: Shscp fence (19141 . . . . S D 494
Rabbit-prooffcno(l974) . . SO 498
Cattlefence (1974) . . . . S D 1105
floOdpntc(19141
. . . . S D 316
. , ~ ~ ~ m ~pipc
f . ' and
chainwire
boundary fencc
. . . . . . 611 (Metric1
SD 6218
Ordnance rsncing . . . . . . . . 14%A 7
Port and wire frncinq (1974) ..
I41 (MCtr@)
Removnlandrbc~aonoffennW(1974) 224 (MculF)
w a m n t s for YY mf guard fen(~~wuciiom-19731 ..;- +;-.+,: . . 246 (Mdric)
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